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ABSTRACT

One of the most common causes of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) is atherosclerosis

which is the continuous build-up of fatty deposits (plaques) on the inner walls of the

blood vessels (arteries). The incidence of ischemic strokes is highly associated with

the rupture of atherosclerotic plaques in the common carotid artery (CCA). To assess

carotid atherosclerosis, non-invasive imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance

(MR) and ultrasound (US) imaging are preferred over other invasive methods due to

their safer profile and ability to explore atherosclerosis in its early stages. It has been

increasingly accepted that the wall thickness and diametermeasurements of the CCA

can serve as early indicators of CVD development. However, manual measurement of

these quantities is tedious, error-prone and subjected to observer variability. Hence,

there is a growing interest for the development of automatedsoftware systems for the

measurement of wall thickness and diameters of the CCA from MR and US images. The

development of such automated systems was the primary objective of this research.

MR and US images are generally corrupted with noise which makes their inter-

pretation and further processing difficult. This necessitates the task of denoising as a

pre-processing stage which can improve the performance of image segmentation tech-

niques. For this reason, a robust denoising filter (NLMLDCT ) has been proposed in this

thesis to reduce the Rician noise in MR images by integratingdiscrete cosine transform

into the conventional non-local maximum likelihood (NLML)method. Whereas, one

of the widely accepted method named OBNLM is adopted in our work to reduce the

speckle noise in US images.

We have proposed novel algorithms for delineation of the carotid artery borders

from MR and US images. The wall thickness of the CCA has been measured from T1-
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weighted MR images using an active contour method combined with localized particle

swarm optimization. This combination of global and localized segmentation strategy

helped us to reduce the edge leaking problem to some extent. Due to better relia-

bility, the diameters of the CCA have been measured from B-mode US images via a

region-based approach. For this measurement, we have delineated the lumen-intima

and media-adventitia borders of the CCA using a scale-spacebased strategy. This auto-

mated segmentation system has been further improved using an iterative spatial trans-

formation based technique for handling curved vessels. Comprehensive statistical data

analysis was performed to ensure the superior performance of the proposed techniques

against the manual expert tracings.

Keywords: Carotid Artery; MRI; Ultrasound; Denoising; Segmentation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The area of medical image processing has undergone a dramatic expansion in the last

decade and has already become an important part of clinical routine. Computer soft-

wares assist physicians in the interpretation of medical images. Imaging techniques

such as X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasound (US) imaging yield

a great deal of information, which the radiologist has to analyze and evaluate compre-

hensively in a short time. Early detection of the disease will allow the physicians to

follow up on the patient. Hence, the goal is to derive better tools that help to interpret

the images.

In this Chapter, we present a brief overview of different medical image processing

techniques associated with the analysis of cardiovasculardiseases (CVD). In Section

1.1 we present the original aspects of this work and explain how image processing

helps in the assessment of the risk of CVDs. Section 1.2 presents the motivation for the

proposed work. In Section 1.3, we describe the problem statement which is followed

by research objectives in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 explainsthe major contributions of

this thesis. Finally, in Section 1.6, a guide to this thesis contents is presented.

1.1 Imaging of Cardiovascular Diseases: Background

1.1.1 Risk of cardiovascular diseases

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) such as stroke and heart attack are identified as the num-

ber one cause of human deaths worldwide. A report of the worldhealth organization

(WHO) published in 2012 says that approximately 17.5 million people are died because



of CVDs (i.e. 31% of all global deaths). Out of them, around 6.7 million people were

died due to stroke. Moreover it is estimated that, by 2030, over 23 million people will

die from CVDs each year since most of the low to middle income countries are seriously

affected by CVDs (WHO, 2016). Further in near future, the South Asian subcontinent

will have to carry around 60% of the world’s CVD burden despite only accounting for

20% of the world’s population (IHA, 2015).

The major risk factors of CVD events include age, gender, family history, excessive

use of tobacco and alcohol, unhealthy diet, obesity, physical inactivity, hypertension,

diabetes and hyperlipidaemia (Organization and UNAIDS, 2007). However, one of the

most common reasons for CVDs is atherosclerosis which is thecontinuous build-up of

fatty deposits (plaques) on the inner walls of the vessels (arteries) that supply blood to

the heart or brain. This significantly reduces the blood flow and causes inflammation in

the arterial wall (Woollard and Geissmann, 2010). Atherosclerosis may be present in

different sites of the body, including the coronary arteries, the superficial femoral artery,

the aorta, and the carotid arteries.

The incidence of ischemic stroke is highly associated with the rupture of atheroscle-

rotic plaques in the carotid artery which are located at bothsides of the neck (Carret al.,

1996). Carotid arteries are responsible for supplying blood to the brain and muscles of

the face. Each carotid starts as a common carotid artery (CCA), which forks into two

branches: internal carotid artery (ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) (see Figure

1.1). The risk of stroke increases with the severity of carotid stenosis (the narrowing of

the artery caused by plaque). Atherosclerosis changes the mechanical properties of the

carotid artery wall by making it stiffer (Lamontet al., 2000). The accumulated plaque

causes narrowing or constriction of the inner surface (lumen) of the carotid artery which

in turn results in irregularity of the artery (Mughalet al., 2011). The degree of lumi-

nal narrowing is considered as an indirect measure of stenosis severity due to carotid

atherosclerosis.

Several studies have demonstrated that patients with carotid atherosclerotic plaques

2



Figure 1.1: Illustrating the common carotid artery and its main branches (Staff, 2014).

carry an increased risk of cardiovascular events (Hollander et al., 2002; Grønholdtet al.,

2001; Nambiet al., 2010). Further, coronary plaque vulnerability may be assessed by

evaluating plaque characteristics in the carotid arteries(Naghaviet al., 2003). Cur-

rently, identifying patients that are having plaques in thecoronary artery is challenging.

Moreover, the intima-media thickness (IMT) and diameter measurements of carotid

arteries are proved to be associated with both coronary riskfactors and CVDs (Kablak-

Ziembickaet al., 2004; Botset al., 1997). Hence, monitoring of the changes occurring

in the carotid artery via imaging techniques may provide us anew clinical and practical

strategy to treat patients with severe cardiovascular complications. Further, this will

assist in the effective management of the atherosclerotic disease patients (Suriet al.,

2010). To assess carotid atherosclerosis, different imaging techniques have been used.

1.1.2 Imaging Modalities for Carotid Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerosis imaging encompasses several establishedtechniques and experimental

radiological methods and modalities. These include Digital Subtraction Angiography
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(DSA), Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), MRI, and

US imaging (Sabaet al., 2014b). These techniques aid in the detection and diagnosis of

atherosclerosis and provide detail on arterial morphology. Further, this helps to assess

the disease severity which is indispensable to everyday clinical practice and cardio-

vascular research. For example, DSA allows clear visualization of blood vessels in

a bony or dense soft tissue environment. CT assists in the visualization of the artery

morphology and the stenosis whereas PET provides a non-invasive method to measure

biological processes that are relevant to atherosclerosis(Gillard et al., 2006). However,

there is no single imaging modality that can produce definitive information about the

state of atherosclerosis and each technique has its own drawback. Some may be inva-

sive in nature, use ionizing radiation, inject contrast agents, low patient tolerability, or

simply the insufficiency of information obtained.

It is unquestionable that every imaging modality is limitedby differing degrees of

technical difficulty, in addition to potential adverse effects and costs. However, the use

of imaging modalities such as MR and US imaging are preferredover other invasive

and non-invasive methods for the assessment of atherosclerotic plaque burden (Blum

and Nahir, 2013). This is due to their safer profile, especially regarding their use in

asymptomatic populations (Achenbachet al., 2001; Ibáñezet al., 2007). Further, these

modalities have the ability to explore atherosclerosis in its early stages. This is the rea-

son why imaging of atherosclerosis by MRI and US is widely accepted today for the

mass screening of asymptomatic patients. MRI provides high-resolution images of the

carotid artery without involving ionizing radiation whichcan be repeated sequentially

over time. The MR imaging is based on the radio frequency signal and offer important

diagnostic information that cannot be obtained with the useof other imaging techniques

(Orel and Schnall, 2001). However, there are certain risks involved in doing MRI on

people with prostheses, artificial heart valves, implants,or any metal device in their

body. This is because that MR imaging needs highly powerful magnets as part of the

imaging process. In addition to that, patients with a pacemaker cannot be recommended

for MRI. These adverse effects together with high cost of imaging make it necessary to
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have another alternative imaging technique. Non-invasiveand inexpensive US imaging

could be a better choice in this regard. US is recognized as a simple and rapid imag-

ing method which allows real-time dynamic examination of the carotid artery (Sidhu,

2000). However, difficulty in imaging deeper structures, operator-dependency and poor

repeatability are the main drawbacks identified with US imaging (Patil and Dasgupta,

2012). However, it is reassuring to see that recent studies have established moderate to

good inter-observer reliability and advances in technology allows increased resolution

for the transducers. Hence, MR and US imaging together have emerged as the leading

non-invasive imaging modalities for atherosclerotic diagnosis. The basic acquisition

principles of these two techniques along with their applicability in carotid imaging are

discussed in the next section.

1.1.3 A Brief Review of MR and US Imaging with Basic Principles

MRI is a unique tool which provides high resolution images ofthe carotid artery using

radio frequency waves. These radio frequency signals are typically generated from hy-

drogen atoms (protons) in the water which are present in plenty inside the human body.

The subject (patient) will be placed in a strong magnetic field with the application of

a radio frequency pulse. This causes the spin of the hydrogennuclei to align in a spe-

cific direction which later release radio signals when the magnetic field gets turned off.

These radio signals are captured using a scanner and fed intoa computer which trans-

lates them to 2D/3D MR images. The emitted radio signal from different body tissues

varies according to the water concentration in the tissue and the relaxation times (T1

and T2). Thus, we obtain different signal intensities for T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and

proton-density-weighted MR images. MRI has the ability to distinguish the boundaries

of the carotid artery with good reproducibility and can assist in plaque characterization

(Yuanet al., 2008). Further, the measurement of carotid artery wall thickness (CAWT)

can be a useful biomarker for the degree of carotid stenosis (Sabaet al., 2014a).

Unlike MRI, medical ultrasound or ultrasonography uses high frequency sound
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waves (> 20, 000 HZ) for imaging (Carovacet al., 2011). The sound waves propagate

through the human body which are subjected to partial reflection and partial scattering

due to the acoustic heterogeneity of different tissues (fat, muscle cells, cysts, blood ves-

sels etc.). Based on the time of arrival of reflected waves, the depth of penetration can

be measured which will be processed to form an image (Treebyet al., 2012). The speed

of sound wave varies in relation to the change in elasticity or mechanical weakening of

arteries. Elasticity is directly related to the sound speedas given by Newton-Laplace

equation as (Rayleigh, 1945):

c =

√
K

ρ
(1.1)

wherec,K andρ are the sound speed, elastic modulus and density, respectively. For ex-

ample, the speed is found to be highest for calcified plaque and lowest in the fatty plaque

(AbuRahmaet al., 2002). Similarly, different tissues reflect varying degrees of sound

(sound echoes) which were recorded and displayed as an image. The simplest type of

US is A-mode (amplitude mode) which is used for diagnosis in ophthalmology (Lizzi

and Coleman, 2004). Other common types of US include DopplerUS (display blood

flow through vessels), intravascular ultrasound or IVUS (give inside view of blood ves-

sels), ultrasonic elastography (to measure stiffness of tissue) and 3D-US (Weismann

et al., 2011). However, the most well-known type is B-mode (brightness mode) US

image, which displays the acoustic impedance of a two-dimensional cross-section of a

tissue. Here, the intensity of the echo is represented by modulation of the brightness of

the spot, while the position of the echo is determined from the angular position of the

transducer and the transit time of the acoustical pulse and its echo. B-mode ultrasonog-

raphy is widely used in carotid imaging because of its low cost and ability to provide

real-time information about both the lumen and vessel wall (Steinet al., 2008).
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Figure 1.2: Lumen-intima (LI) and media-adventitia (MA) interfaces of the carotid
artery in B-mode US image.

1.1.4 Wall thickness and Diameters of the Carotid Artery

It has been increasingly accepted that carotid artery wall thickness and diameter mea-

surements can serve as early indicators of cardiovascular disease development. These

parameters are frequently measured in screening tests (examinations performed to de-

tect disease at its earliest stage) for the selection of patients for surgery. An irregular

thickening of the carotid artery walls or lumen narrowing may signal the development

of atherosclerotic plaques. In addition to this, the wall thickness and diameters of the

CCA have been related to several atherosclerosis risk factors and to prevalent and inci-

dent coronary artery disease (Wassermanet al., 2005). Figure 1.2 illustrates the lumen-

intima (LI) and media-adventitia (MA) interfaces of an US image. LD is measured as

the average distance between the two LI interfaces (distal and proximal) and similarly

IAD is measured as the average distance between the two MA interfaces.

Currently, the physicians measure the wall thickness and diameters of the carotid

artery using manual methods. However, manual measurement is tedious, error-prone

and has poor inter and intra-observer agreement (Sabaet al., 2012). There is increas-

ingly growing interest among physicians for the development of automated software

systems for segmentation of the CCA and measurement of wall thickness and diameters.

Further, considering the development of faster hardware and better image reconstruc-

tion tools in recent years, it is now possible to accurately compute these parameters.
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1.1.5 Significance of MR and US Image Denoising

The noise in medical images generally arise due to sensor imperfection, poor illumina-

tion or transmission errors. The noise present in images makes its interpretation more

difficult. This necessitates the task of denoising as a pre-processing stage which may

improve the performance of image segmentation techniques.It is possible to find a

large number of denoising techniques in the literature including both linear and non-

linear models. A good image denoising model is the one which remove noise without

affecting important image features such as edges.

The carotid MR images are often corrupted by Rician noise which causes a hin-

drance on the carotid artery morphology (Rajanet al., 2011). This affects the perfor-

mance of segmentation algorithms as well as diagnostic accuracy. A simple method for

denoising the images is to use local averaging. However, this can results in loss of im-

age contrast if the shape of the filter mask is not selected appropriately. Moreover, the

interface between the carotid artery and the blood may not berepresented by a sharp

intensity gap after smoothing. Thus, we need adaptive filters which can preserve the

spatial structure of the image while smoothing it.

The noise in carotid US images is often characterized as a random granular texture

called speckle. Speckle noise results from the constructive and destructive interfer-

ence of ultrasound echoes made by reflectors spaced closer together than the ultrasound

system’s resolution limit (Milkowskiet al., 2009). Speckle is often modeled as a mul-

tiplicative noise under the assumption of direct proportion to the local grey level in

the image (Michailovich and Tannenbaum, 2006). Considerable work has been done

to reduce the speckle by incorporating different distributions such as Rayleigh distribu-

tion, Rician distribution, Gamma distribution, K-distribution and Nakagami distribution

in the denoising algorithms (Hruska and Oelze, 2009; Shankar, 2000; Taoet al., 2006).

For automatic segmentation, it is often preferred to smoothout the speckle texture while

preserving the sharp boundaries.
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1.2 Motivation

Physicians perform the diagnosis of a vascular disease based on different factors such

as clinical history, medical test results and medical images. However, in certain cases

the diagnosis becomes quite difficult as the physician has toanalyze a huge amount

of data in a short time. Further, the diagnosis can be influenced by the specialization

and experience of physicians. With the advances in medical imaging technology, com-

puter softwares are increasingly being used to aid the physicians for the detection and

interpretation of diseases in a short duration. These softwares provide an assessment

of the disease using image-based information alone or in combination with other rele-

vant diagnostic data and are used by clinicians as a decisionsupport in developing their

diagnoses. Further, it can be useful in the effective management of vascular diseases

both in terms of early detection of diseases and as a supporting tool for the selection

of patients for surgery. In order to achieve the above goals,the system output needs to

be at a sufficient level of sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, the output should be in

a format which can be easily understood by a clinician. In fact, developing software

tools for radiological image processing is one of the challenging problems in the med-

ical domain. Since accurate diagnosis of a disease depends on both image acquisition

and interpretation, modern diagnostic systems are built byincorporating the cutting-

edge computing and data processing technologies. Some of these tools require manual

interventions, while some are fully automatic. Even though, computer based diagnos-

tic systems are commercially available, fully automated approaches have not yet been

completely formalized in the literature. This deficiency has led to difficulty in their use

for fast diagnostic purpose.

1.3 Problem Statement

Atherosclerosis is a vascular disease which affects the size and shape of the carotid

artery and is a major cause of stroke and transient ischemic attack. So far a num-
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ber of studies have been investigated the predictive and preventive measures for carotid

atherosclerosis based on different imaging techniques. Among this, non-invasive carotid

imaging methods such as MR and US are considered to be a reliable technique to mea-

sure the carotid arterial morphology. The quantification ofcarotid artery stenosis via

imaging techniques guides physicians to take a decision regarding surgical interven-

tions. The method of measurement of stenosis used in the European Carotid Surgery

Trial (ECST) and in the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial

(NASCET) is based on the carotid artery LD measured from B-mode US (Warlow,

1991; Collaboratorset al., 1991). Further, there are studies which confirm the asso-

ciation of LD and IAD with other cardiovascular biomarkers (Polaket al., 2014). It

is proved that the plaque characteristics can be better analyzed from MR images and

the wall thickness measured from MR images have been shown tocorrelate well with

ultrasound IMT (Underhillet al., 2006). However, the main pre-requisite for the mea-

surement of these parameters is to locate the contours whichdescribe the boundaries

of the CCA. Manual tracing process used in this regard is timeconsuming and highly

subjective. Computer based fully automated image analysisprocedures can solve this

problem.

1.4 Research Objectives

This work aims to develop automated algorithms that assist in patient risk prediction in

atherosclerotic cases from MR and US images of the CCA. The important objectives of

this work are:

1. To develop/improve image denoising methods for MR images.

2. To develop algorithms for automated segmentation of the CCA from MR and US
images.

3. To measure and validate the carotid artery wall thickness(CAWT) of the CCA
from MR images.
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4. To measure and validate the lumen diameter (LD) and inter-adventitial diameter
(IAD) of the CCA from US images.

5. To correlate the carotid arterial diameters with other clinical risk factors for car-
diovascular risk prediction.

1.5 Major Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis contributes novel algorithms for the carotid artery wall thickness and di-

ameter measurements from MR and US images. Further, the thesis presents a robust

denoising algorithm for MR images. The major contributionsare listed below:

• Developed an improved denoising algorithm (NLMLDCT ) for denoising MR im-
ages. This was an improved version of the conventional NLML approach.

• Proposed a novel strategy for the segmentation of lumen and outer wall con-
tours of the carotid artery from T1-weighted MR images and measured the carotid
artery wall thickness.

• A fully automated region-based method is developed for the segmentation of the
CCA from B-mode US images and measured the lumen and inter-adventitial di-
ameters.

• The measurement accuracy is further improved by using a spatial transformation
based iterative approach for handling curved vessels.

• The clinical significance and implications of arterial diameters were studied.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

The remaining part of the thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a brief lit-

erature review of the carotid artery segmentation techniques in both MR and US images

while providing a general framework for segmentation. The theoretical background of

different techniques are furthermore explained.
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Chapter 3 introduces a robust denoising technique for MR images based on non-

local maximum likelihood (NLML) paradigm in discrete cosine transform (DCT) frame-

work. This is an improved version of the conventional NLML inwhich the intensity

similarity of the pixel neighborhoods has been computed in the DCT subspace. Fur-

thermore, a semi-automatic method for carotid artery wall segmentation in MR image

has been proposed and experimentally validated.

Chapter 4 starts with a discussion in regard to the issue of speckle in carotid ultra-

sound images. The main focus of the chapter is to develop an accurate carotid lumen

segmentation system for US images. A fully automated region-based approach is pro-

posed which combines the scale-space strategy with pixel-classification. This approach

is further improved using a spatial transformation for handling curved vessels.

The relationship of carotid arterial diameters and other clinical risk factors is studied

in Chapter 5 along with clinical significance and implications of LD/IAD and wall

thickness. A comparison with other similar studies is attempted wherever possible.

In the last chapter, Chapter 6, we provide a brief discussionon the findings of this

work along with the concluding remarks and future work suggestions.
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CHAPTER 2

CAROTID ARTERY SEGMENTATION

APPROACHES

In this chapter, we present the theoretical background of the carotid artery segmenta-

tion methods using MR and US images. Section 2.1 briefly discuss the practice of MR

and US imaging of carotid artery in a clinical environment. Then in Section 2.2, a lit-

erature review of the carotid lumen and outer wall segmentation from MR images is

presented. Section 2.3 explores the carotid artery segmentation and LD/IAD measure-

ment techniques in US images along with a general framework for segmentation. A few

important evaluation metrics are discussed for evaluatingthe segmentation methods.

2.1 MR and US for Carotid Artery Imaging

MR and US imaging have their own specific strengths and weaknesses, understanding

the uses of each modality appropriately can result in a much better, more accurate di-

agnosis. In clinical practice, US imaging combined with MRIof the carotid arteries

is valuable in diagnostic work-up to demonstrate the presence, location and extent of

carotid narrowing. However, it appears premature for routine application of MRI as

an imaging modality to assess the carotid plaque characteristics associated with plaque

vulnerability. Although MRI still holds promise, clinicalapplication for plaque char-

acterization would require consensus regarding MRI settings and confirmation through

histology. The general inclusion criteria for performing MRI of the carotid arteries are

the following: presence of an ultrasound analysis that showed a carotid stenosis≥ 50%

and evidence of plaque alteration (an irregular surface, intra-plaque hemorrhage, ulcer-

ation). Overall, no optimal single or combined imaging work-up for carotid stenosis has



been defined yet. Due to this reason, we focus on developing automatic carotid artery

segmentation strategies for both MR and US imaging modalities.

2.2 Segmentation from MR Images

The degree of carotid atherosclerosis can be determined by evaluating the artery wall

quantitatively. This in turn requires the segmentation of contours which describes the

boundaries of the CCA (Liuet al., 2006). The ability to offer high resolution images and

non-invasiveness makes the MRI an ideal tool for analyzing the carotid artery (Kramer

and Anderson, 2007). MRI has the ability to detect the boundaries of the carotid artery

from transverse images and can assist in plaque characterization (Yuanet al., 2008).

Moreover, MRI offers reduced measurement variability whencompared to US images.

The accuracy of the carotid artery wall thickness (CAWT) measured via automated

techniques should be high enough to meet the clinical standards. Some of the chal-

lenges in the automatic segmentation of the carotid artery include contrast variations,

image artifacts, and presence of noise in MR images. Further, these images are usually

characterized by their weak edges which allow a continuous flow of image information

from one region to the other. The signal intensity of some of the tissues surrounding the

outer wall boundary is similar to that of the wall. This problem of weak-edge-leakage

has been reported by many authors (Sabaet al., 2014a; van’t Kloosteret al., 2012; Yuan

et al., 1999). Furthermore, there are structures, such as the jugular vein (JV), in the area

surrounding the carotid artery that produces additional edges. This makes it hard to

segment the images into distinctive regions.

Figure 2.1 shows a general flow diagram for the carotid arterysegmentation from

MR images. One important pre-processing step is the removalof Rician noise from

MR images and thereby increases the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The segmentation

usually carried out in sequential steps in which the estimation of the inner lumen borders

followed by outer wall borders. These borders finally evaluated against the manual
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Figure 2.1: General flow diagram showing segmentation of thecarotid MR images.

tracings by experts which are considered as ground truth (GT).

Many methods have been proposed in the literature for the segmentation of the

carotid artery wall in MR images. This includes both automatic and semi-automatic

techniques. Yuanet al. (1999) developed an automated edge detection algorithm to

identify the inner and outer wall boundaries of the carotid artery in proton density

weighted (PD-w) MR images. They have used a Snake model basedalgorithm to iden-

tify the contours for which the initial Snake points needs tobe identified by the user

manually. Ladaket al. (2001) presented a semi-automatic method based on discrete

dynamic contour (DDC) for segmenting the carotid artery wall from black blood MR

images (BBMRI). The DDC deforms to conform to the shape of thearterial wall. How-

ever, detection of the outer boundary was generally poor formoderate to thick plaques.

The above two methods (Yuanet al., 1999; Ladaket al., 2001) have limitations if the

carotid artery has high degree of stenosis and uneven lumen boundaries. Further, the

algorithm is sensitive to various contrast situations.

MR imaging has the ability to offer high resolution cross sectional images of the
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carotid artery which can be used for characterizing the atherosclerotic plaques. An au-

tomated contour detection technique (Adameet al., 2004) was proposed for delineation

of the contours of the carotid artery in short-axis BBMRI (both PD-w and T1-w). This

approach combined model-based segmentation (ellipse fitting) with fuzzy clustering.

Fuzzy clustering was used to separate three different classes of tissues corresponding

to the lumen, plaque and the wall. This method achieved significant improvement over

previously published techniques. The main difference is that it deals with in vivo MR

images and has been validated on carotid arteries with different degrees of stenosis.

However, the hypothesis of elliptic shape is an oversimplification when severe stenosis

is present. Further, there was no attempt to measure the artery wall thickness.

Underhill et al. (2006) proposed a semi-automatic technique to measure the mean

wall thickness (MWT) of the CCA from T1-w MR images using active shape model

(ASM). A user identifies a point within the lumen of the CCA viagraphical user in-

terface from which the lumen boundary is roughly estimated using a region growing

technique. Then, ASM is employed to delineate the exact lumen as well as the outer

wall borders. In each step of the algorithm, the fitness is evaluated by combining local

edge information and area. The mean distance between the inner and outer contours is

calculated at each slice level. Then, MWT is determined by the mean of all the individ-

ual thickness measurements from each axial location. In their study, the MWT is found

to be highly correlated with the IMT measured from B-mode US.This strongly indi-

cates that it is possible to use carotid MRI as a tool for assessing systemic atheroscle-

rotic disease. However, one drawback with ASM is that if the training set is small, the

performance can be limited due to variations in the data.

Arias et al. (2012) presented a three-dimensional (3D) coupled surfacegraph cut

algorithm for the segmentation of both the inner and outer vessel wall borders form

carotid MR images. The lumen centerlines were determined using the user defined

seed points. The method combined the search for both inner and outer vessel wall

borders into a single graph cut and used two different cost functions. An initial affine
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registration was performed on the data (PD-w BBMRI and PD-w Echo Planar MRI

(EPIMRI)) using mutual information. The authors found thatthe EPIMRI images have

better wall contrast, which generates better results in some images compared to the

results obtained by BBMRI. A major disadvantage of this method is that the output

very much depends on the initially segmented lumen shape. Registration errors of the

EPIMRI images are another concern.

A semi-automatic segmentation method was developed by van’t Klooster et al.

(2012) using deformable three-dimensional (3D) tube models. This method used com-

bination of two different types of images (3D MR angiography(MRA) and 2D MR

images) which can possibly decrease the manual interactionand at the same time im-

proving the segmentation performance. This was the first 3D model developed which

was applicable to both isotropic and non-isotropic image data. A Time of Flight MRA

image is used to identify the artery of interest. However, the availability of the 3D MRA

data is limited and in the absence of 3D MRA, the user interaction become little more

complex because the artery of interest has to be indicated inthe vessel wall slices.

Ukwattaet al. (2013) proposed a robust 3D segmentation algorithm for delineating

the carotid artery walls in T1-w BBMR images. This is a globaloptimization based

approach which allows the simultaneous evolution of contours corresponding to the lu-

men and vessel walls. The algorithm achieves high accuracy and precision with fewer

user interactions (choosing sampled voxels of the carotid wall, lumen, and background

region on a single transverse slice). However, the authors reported some disagreements

with the manual segmentations due to inadequate user interaction and quantization er-

rors in the volume computation.

Sabaet al. (2014a) developed a semi-automatic technique for CAWT measurement

in PD-w MR images. Level set method (LSM) was employed to segment both the lumen

and outer wall boundaries. The procedure of LSM segmentation was done on a slice-by-

slice basis. A user needs to initialize the curve evolution by marking a point inside the

lumen which will stop at the luminal boundary. The segmentedlumen boundary grows
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outward by two pixels for the initialization of outer wall boundary segmentation. Then

the curve evolution takes place as in the previous step. However, due to poorer contrast

between outer wall and surrounding tissues, this usually takes more number of iterations

than for luminal boundary. Even though the method achieved high accuracy on the

specified dataset, the authors reported some challenges which need to be addressed.

These include the leaking problem in LSM due to blurred edgesand heterogeneous

intensity in the arterial wall. This may cause the LSM to get trapped at some other

locations rather than at the real outer wall.

Arias-Lorzaet al. (2016) presented an improved 3D graph-cut segmentation algo-

rithm which was designed for multi-spectral carotid arterybifurcation MR images. This

method was an extension of the previously published work (Ariaset al., 2012) with im-

proved graph edge cost function. In this approach, the lumencenterline extraction had

been automated. However, manual intervention is still required for the initialization to

build the graph.

2.3 Segmentation from US Images

The US imaging techniques currently in practice for the diagnosis of the carotid artery

are B-mode US and Doppler US. B-mode ultrasound imaging aidsin the visualization

and measurement of the carotid arterial morphology (Sancheset al., 2011). The Doppler

US imaging is another standard clinical tool for the assessment of hemodynamics of the

carotid artery (Sarkaret al., 2007). Color Doppler US provides information regarding

blood flow in the lumen, which enables the clinician to detectflow reduction, flow tur-

bulence and occlusion in arteries (Branaset al., 1994). However, Doppler ultrasound

have limitations in giving a clear picture of the carotid stenosis since the blood velocity

is not constant (Mehra, 2010). Moreover, the Doppler spectrum is likely to get dis-

torted (Doppler mismatch) by an acoustic impedance mismatch between the fluid and

the vessel walls (Joneset al., 1996). This mismatch is more prevalent in case of patients
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with hypo tension or hypertension, tortuous vessels, presence of hypoechoic or calcified

plaques and pre-occlusive lesions (Carroll, 1991). Since the B-mode US imaging cap-

ture the morphology of plaque build-up based on the sound reflection and not based on

the blood velocity, it has a better chance of determining theseverity of atherosclerosis.

In this section, we discuss the carotid artery segmentationfrom B-mode US images and

the measurement of arterial diameters (LD and IAD).

The LD and IAD of the CCA measured from B-mode US images can be considered

as a surrogate marker for risk of CVDs. B-mode US allows for easy visualization and

quantification of anatomical structures and the images can be acquired in real time, thus

providing instantaneous visual guidance for many interventional procedures. Figure 2.2

illustrates the ”Meijer Arc”, the standardized approach for B-mode carotid US scanning

(Steinet al., 2008). An increase in the IAD or decrease in the LD has been correlated

with the incident of stroke events (Polak, 2004). The CCA diameter has shown to be

correlated to cardiac events (Eigenbrodtet al., 2007), age (Eigenbrodtet al., 2006), and

other conventional vascular risk factors like gender, smoking history, hyperlipidemia,

and hypertension (Polaket al., 1996; Jensen-Urstadet al., 1999). Further, the carotid

IAD is independently associated with first-time incident ischemic stroke, left ventricular

mass and IMT (Polaket al., 2014). Moreover, the plaque formation in the carotid artery

is an early indicator for coronary artery disease and myocardial infarction (MI) (Mughal

et al., 2011). The asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis can be quantified by measuring

the changes in the LD/IAD over time, and can be used as a secondary validated measure

to decide whether carotid endarterectomy/stenting is required or not (Fayad, 2007).

The ability to provide reliable, accurate and highly reproducible measurements makes

LD/IAD an attractive imaging biomarker.

A large number of follow-up studies have used high-resolution B-mode ultrasonog-

raphy to investigate the determinants of atherosclerotic disease, because of its ability

to identify atherosclerotic lesions at all stages of development (Constantinescuet al.,

2012). Usually, delineations of the CCA are performed manually by medical experts
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Figure 2.2: Meijer Carotid Arc: illustrates the standardized approach for carotid ultra-
sound scanning which will give a set of reproducible images.Reprinted
from (Steinet al., 2008), with permission from Elsevier.
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using calipers (Nicolaideset al., 2011), but it was shown that this process is tedious,

prone to errors, and has large observer variability (Sabaet al., 2012). Further, the real

time imaging of the carotid artery is now possible due to the availability of better image

reconstruction tools in US imaging (e.g. compound and harmonic imaging) (Nicolaides

et al., 2011; de Korteet al., 2011). However, automated methods are required for the

accurate and reliable delineation of the CCA from US images.

2.3.1 General Framework for Carotid Artery Segmentation

Accurate knowledge and understanding of the geometry of thecarotid arteries is im-

portant in their segmentation. Several automated algorithms have been proposed for

segmentation of the carotid lumen, but majority of them are focused on the segmenta-

tion and measurement of IMT. However, a few authors have pointed out the need for

automated measurement of the carotid LD (Polaket al., 2014; Jensen-Urstadet al.,

1999; Godiaet al., 2007). The lumen segmentation algorithms can be broadly classi-

fied into two different categories as: region-based (Sifakis and Golemati, 2014; Rocha

et al., 2014; Cinthioet al., 2010) and boundary-based (Santoset al., 2013; Golemati

et al., 2007; Loizouet al., 2013; Molinariet al., 2010b; Rochaet al., 2011, 2012). The

class of segmentation algorithms in image processing are based on two properties, sim-

ilarity and discontinuity. The region-based model works byassuming same intensity

or similarity throughout a specific region. Hence, it generally assumes same lumen in-

tensity which follows from the constant blood density assumption (Prosiet al., 2007).

Since no gradient information is used in the process, the segmentation will be robust to

cases having discontinuity in the boundaries of the carotidartery. Unlike region-based

methods, boundary-based approaches generally follow parametric curves (traditional

snakes) or geometric curves (level set) with a manual initialization. Moreover, since

boundary-based approaches rely on intensity gradients (intensity discontinuity), they

are often susceptible to false edges and discontinuities inthe lumen borders. Figure 2.3

shows general flow diagram of region-based and boundary-based lumen segmentation.
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Figure 2.3: General flow diagram showing the region-based and boundary-based lumen
segmentation in B-mode US images.

Each block in this flow diagram is explained below in detail.

ROI Selection

The first stage in the carotid artery segmentation is the recognition of the region of

interest (ROI). Commonly, the region between the outer walllayers (near adventitia

layer and the far adventitia layer) is taken as the ROI. This provides many advantages

while tracing the LI interfaces. First of all, the CCA can be easily confounded with the

JV because of their very similar echo-graphic appearance. Then, while considering the

morphological aspect of the CCA, the artery can be of different shape and straight or

curved. However, once we select the ROI, we have only limitedarea to search for the
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LI interfaces. Speckle noise in ultrasound images often limits the performance of the

classification/edge detection techniques. Since the lumenregion can be considered as

the dark region that is located between the two bright adventitia layers of the CCA, this

might be the best approximation for the ROI.

Golematiet al. (2007) presented an algorithm that defined four specific points to

describe the ROI. The morphological opening followed by a suitable thresholding gen-

erates a binary image. Then the four control points were defined based on the first

and last non-zero pixels along the raw and column. Santoset al. (2013) reproduced

the same idea proposed in Golematiet al. (2007) in their study for the ROI selection.

However, this algorithm has limitations in the less bright images where a portion of the

lumen region may get cut off in the process. Rochaet al. (2011) have chosen the ROI

as the smallest rectangular box containing all pixels within a particular distance from

the user defined lumen axis. This distance is estimated basedon the lumen width of

the largest carotid artery image found in the dataset. Hence, the method described in

(Rochaet al., 2011) is a semi-automatic method. In another automatic approach (Rocha

et al., 2012), classical Otsu’s algorithm was used to compute two different thresholds,

T1 andT2, and a binary image is generated which contains only the objects having

intensity in betweenT1 andT2. After removing smaller objects using morphologi-

cal opening, ROI is then defined as the smallest rectangle that encloses the remaining

objects. They further refined this ROI and generated ROI-2, using an estimate of the

lumen axis. Sifakis and Golemati (2014) used an approach that divides the distributions

of the local mean and variance of vertical intensities usingpercentiles, and then used

user-defined percentile-based thresholds to recognize thepotential ROIs.

Pre-processing

Once we compute the ROI, the next step is to do some pre-processing such as contrast

enhancement and noise removal. This stage helps in improving the quality of image

in ways that increase the accuracy of segmentation. Some authors have performed a
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Gaussian smoothing (Rochaet al., 2014; Golematiet al., 2007; Molinariet al., 2010b)

or speckle filtering (Santoset al., 2013; Loizouet al., 2013) of ROI. This is to reduce the

noise in the image and thereby easing the process of LI interface delineation. In Santos

et al. (2013), the image is processed with the application of an anisotropic diffusion

filter for speckle removal prior to segmentation. Similarlyin Loizou et al. (2013),

the authors have used a linear scaling filter to remove multiplicative noise prior to the

segmentation. A non-linear smoothing filter was conceived in Rochaet al. (2011) and

applied to the ROI to reduce the noise before computing the edge map.

In Gaussian filters, the amount of smoothing is usually controlled by the standard

deviation (σ), which must be large enough to reduce the noise. However, ifit is too

large, the CCA walls may get completely blurred. The carotidlumen images of CVD

patients usually contain protruding hypoechogenic plaques. Further, the low contrast

of the LI interfaces is another reason why we need to select anoptimal value forσ.

Morphological closing was performed as a pre-processing step in Golematiet al.(2007)

to merge small ”channels” and ”openings” of the image. Here,the shape and size of

the structuring element is selected such that it does not alter the anatomical information

contained in the image.

In most of the studies, ROI selection has been done prior to the pre-processing

stage. This is to increase the effectiveness of the pre-processing algorithm and to

avoid any negative affect that may occur. For example, denosing algorithms can be

greatly affected by the background information. Segmentation is the next step after

pre-processing. The existing segmentation algorithms canbe broadly classified into

two: region-based and boundary-based. The segmentation techniques coming under

these two categories are discussed below and their merits/demerits are compared in

detail.
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Region-based Segmentation

The region-based model works based on the distribution of image intensities and hence

able to capture the lumen intensities under the constant blood density assumption (Prosi

et al., 2007). There exist only a few region-based methods in the literature which are

summarized in Table 2.1 along with their limitations. Theselimitations are an indica-

tion of future research perspectives. A sub-pixel resolution method was suggested by

Cinthio et al. (2010) for carotid LD measurement which utilizes relative threshold de-

tection on the arterial walls. The gray-scale information was averaged laterally within a

pre-defined ROI to produce an envelope profile. Then, the vessel wall edges were found

out by applying a suitable threshold which was determined based on the maximum in-

tensity points in the profile. The process is repeated again after increasing the image

resolution to get the refined positions of the walls. Even though this method reduces

the computational load by giving a more robust estimate for sub-optimal images, a ma-

jor problem is regarding with the accuracy which results in underestimation of the LD.

Further, the method assumes horizontal orientation for thecarotid artery, and does not

take care of tortuous or tilted arteries.

Sifakis and Golemati (2014) made an attempt to find the carotid lumen center point

based on the distributions of the local mean and variance of intensities. This method

used user-defined percentile-based thresholds to recognize the ROIs. Further, they as-

sumed that the majority of the lumen center points will be located in a similar depth

within the ultrasound image. This algorithm effectively localizes the carotid artery

with relatively low computational cost. However, this method has several limitations.

Relatively low performance was observed in certain cases which includes presence of

carotid artery mimicking structures, poor far wall representation, an abruptly curved

arterial shape and non-uniform luminal intensity. Moreover, there was no discussion

about the quantification of LD or IAD.

Rochaet al. (2014) used a linear Bayes classifier to classify the longitudinal paths

in the process of finding the carotid lumen axis. They have defined two classes; the
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class of blood vessels and the class of other anatomical structures, assuming normal

distributions for both the classes. The algorithm initially scans from the first to the last

column of the ROI, looking for all the paths that produce local minima based on the

pixel intensity. The Euclidean distance to the local minimais then used as a cost map

and input to the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. DP is used to determine the

longitudinal paths which are possible estimates of the lumen axis. The authors claimed

that the method is not misguided by the JV above the CCA or vessel-like structures be-

low the CCA. However, this method did not consider the near wall due to poor visibility

and hence difficult to adapt for the carotid LD estimation.
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Table 2.1: Overview of region-based techniques proposed inthe literature

#
Author
(Year)

Approach
#

Subjects
#

Images
LD/IAD

Measurment
Limitations

1 Cinthioet al. (2010)
Sub-pixel resolution

method
3 30

LD: Yes
IAD: No

i. Under estimation of LD
ii. Does not take care of tortuous
or tilted arteries

2 Sifakis and Golemati (2014)
Combination of

anatomical knowledge
and statistic

100 2149 No

Relatively
low performance in following cases:
i. Presence of carotid artery mimicking
structure
ii. Poor far wall visibility
iii. An abruptly curved arterial shape
iv. non-uniform luminal intensity

3 Rochaet al. (2014)
Gaussian filtering and
dynamic programming

25 199 No

i. The near wall was not considered
due to poor visibility
ii. Fails in images with strong noise
inside the CCA lumen region

2
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Boundary-based Segmentation

The boundary-based approach for lumen segmentation originates from the idea that

the edge-model can be adapted for tracking the carotid wall borders. These borders

represent discontinuities in brightness or pixel intensity. One simple approach for these

interface detection is to use an edge detection technique. However, the boundaries

identified are often disconnected and one needs to find closedregion boundaries for

successful segmentation. Hence, some pre-processing techniques often apply prior to

the segmentation in order to enhance the edges. Many methodswere proposed in the

literature for the detection of edges corresponding to the LI and MA interfaces. State

of the art methods in the literature for boundary-based segmentation include Hough’s

transform (HT), active contours and deformable templates and level-set based methods.

Table 2.2 gives an overview of boundary-based (edge-based)techniques proposed in

the literature.

Hough’s transform (HT) was used for the automated carotid lumen segmentation

by Golematiet al. (2007). Their assumption of straight lines (in longitudinal images)

and circles (in transverse images) for carotid lumen received much attention among the

research community. The algorithm was tested on image sequences, rather than static

images. This allowed the assessment of changes of arterial wall geometry during the

cardiac cycle and subsequent changes in arterial diameters. Due to changes in the shape

and orientation of the carotid arteries, during the acquisition protocol, it puts a challenge

on the above assumptions in case of diseased carotid arteries. As a result, the arterial

boundary departs from a simple geometrical shape. Therefore, the authors suggested

the use of active contours in combination with the HT for diseased arteries.

Molinari et al. (2010b) used an integrated approach in order to extract the carotid

artery layer which consists of geometric feature extraction, line fitting, and classifica-

tion. The output of the algorithm was the tracings of the proximal and distal adventitia

layers. The authors have tested their algorithm extensively on a database consisting

of 200 randomly selected longitudinal B-mode ultrasound images of the CCA. How-
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ever, the authors have spotted two particular conditions that caused imperfect adventi-

tial tracings. These include ”multi layered” images and images having deeper plaques

protruding into the artery lumen. Here the ”multi layered” image means nothing but

images having a repeated pattern of lumen walls due to the presence of other similar

structures such as JV. Under these conditions, the algorithm successfully traces line seg-

ments corresponding to the far CCA wall, near CCA wall, and near JV wall. However,

the algorithm fails in the final identification of correct line pairs for LI borders.

A semi-automatic technique was proposed by Rochaet al. (2011) using random

sample consensus (RANSAC) method for the segmentation of far and near adventitia

boundaries of the CCA. At first, the edges inside the ROI were detected using a non-

linear image filter, non-maximum suppression and hysteresis. The segmentation of the

adventitia boundary was based on a RANSAC search of the best fit of a given contour

model (which is evaluated according to a gain function). Theauthors have mentioned

about mis-detections of the carotid adventitia in the presence of similar boundaries such

as JV boundaries. Another drawback discussed is the influence of a thick plaque on the

gain function. In this case, the plaque region pushes the lumen boundary away from the

adventitia boundary resulting in an under estimation of thegain function. This causes

an increase in the number of samples analyzed by the RANSAC algorithm and in turn

increases the cost of computation.

A fuzzy classification-based approach was proposed by Rochaet al. (2012) for the

automated segmentation of carotid arteries followed by computation of the lumen axis.

Using fuzzy edge detection, all step and valley edges in the ROI were determined and

classified by extracting various features of the carotid wall interfaces. By adopting a

fuzzy classifier, the authors have avoided the use of low passfiltering which might

eliminate important weak edges. The major advantage of thismethod is that both the

near and far wall boundaries were detected which is a pre-requisite for the LD/IAD

computation, but the authors did not attempt.

The segmentation of carotid lumen region has been carried out by Santoset al.
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(2013) by utilizing the hypoechogenic characteristics of the lumen. The algorithm ini-

tially employ morphologic operators for the detection of the carotid artery. Then the

lumen and bifurcation contours are segmented using the Chan-vese (CV) level set seg-

mentation model. However, threshold-based region detection is seldom susceptible to

false region estimation if the images are noisy due to low resolution or hyperechoic

characteristics or shadows due to the presence of calcium inthe near wall. Further, the

morphological processing operations are sensitive to noise and hence are not very stable

(Sigmund, 2007).

Loizouet al.(2013) introduced a Snake-based segmentation technique for the carotid

bifurcation and diameter estimation. In addition to this, they successfully segmented the

atherosclerotic plaques as well. However, the initialization of Snakes remains a chal-

lenge. This is because since the propagation force is frequently based on intensity gra-

dients, it makes the Snake vulnerable to false edges. Moreover, the Snakes usually leak

through the discontinuities in the wall borders where the gradient is too weak (Molinari

et al., 2012c).
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Table 2.2: Overview of boundary-based techniques proposedin the literature

#
Author
(Year)

Approach
#

Subjects
#

Images
LD/IAD

Measurment
Limitations

1 Golematiet al. (2007) Hough Transform 10
image sequence
of length 70-80

LD: Yes
IAD: No

Fails in cases:
i.the arterial boundary has a
random shape or curvature
ii. Presence of speckle noise
iii. Presence of thick plaque

2 Molinari et al. (2010b)

Integrated approach
consisting of

geometric feature extraction,
line fitting and classification

130 200 No

i. Non-perfect tracing of
boundaries in case of noisy
lumen and overlap of the
Jugular Vein (JV)

3 Rochaet al. (2011)
RANSAC and cubic

splines
25 50 No

i. The amount of smoothing
must be controlled
ii. Misdetections of the carotid
adventitia occur in presence
of other similar structures

4 Rochaet al. (2012) Fuzzy classification 25 50 No
i. Misdetections occur in
presence of similar boundaries

5 Santoset al. (2013)
Chan-Vese level set
segmentation model

- 11 No
i. Fails if carotid artery image is
of low contrast and noisy
ii. Tested on a small database

6 Loizouet al. (2013)
Snake based
segmentation

20 20
LD: Yes
IAD: No

i. Faces challenge of initialization
of snakes
ii. Only a small number of
subjects included

3
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Even though, more boundary-based approaches are reported than region-based in

the literature, it can be concluded that the region-based strategy is giving more satisfac-

tory results when comparing the overall performance. This can be justified by consid-

ering the dependency of boundary-based algorithms on edgesor image gradients. One

explanation is that boundary-based methods are more sensitive to changes in the gradi-

ent information at the wall borders during the cardiac cycle. The rapid changes in the

velocity of blood flow in the artery causes subtle changes in the shape and size of the

lumen (Chowet al., 2008). Since the image acquisition takes place during the cardiac

cycle, it is often sensitive to these changes when the image frame gets frozen. One way

to compensate for this sensitivity is to consider the neighboring frames. The second

explanation for higher error is associated with the multi-focal nature of atherosclerotic

plaques. The random deposit of plaques along the carotid artery subsequently affects

the intensity distribution and thickness of the diseased arterial wall. Further, boundary-

based techniques are sensitive to sudden changes in the variations of the gray scale

intensity distribution along the CCA, and will therefore yield less optimal results. This

can be compensated by taking regional statistics embedded with boundary-based infor-

mation.

2.3.2 Challenges during Segmentation

CCA segmentation is a challenging process, whereas developing a fully automated sys-

tem is even harder in practice. One should take advantage of the knowledge in ultra-

sound image reconstruction in the segmentation process. The images may have scanned

with different hardware settings (frequency, depth, gain,etc.) and different positioning

of the probe. The challenges for segmentation vary with the quality of image data

and the view due to the anisotropy of US image acquisition. The presence of different

anatomic structures such as the JV and other muscles which are floating around in the

ultrasound image may lead to erroneous capture of the carotid walls (Molinari et al.,

2010a, 2011).
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There are several challenges for the automated carotid lumen segmentation from US

images. These are primarily due to the variability in data sets. The shape and size of

the carotid artery, presence of plaque and curvature in arteries make the segmentation

process harder (Nicolaideset al., 2011; de Korteet al., 2011; Sancheset al., 2011;

Sabaet al., 2014b). Since there is variation in the image contrast due to variation in

composition, stage and grade of the deposited plaque at the lumen-wall interface (Suri

et al., 2005), threshold-based systems often fail in segmenting the artery. Characteristic

artifacts, such as attenuation, speckle noise, acoustic shadowing and signal dropout may

complicate the segmentation task (Golematiet al., 2007; Sancheset al., 2011). Figure

2.4 illustrates the variation of the carotid artery images across different patients.

In an US image, attenuation is the reduction in amplitude of the ultrasound beam as

a function of distance through the imaging medium. Accounting for the attenuation ef-

fects in ultrasound is important because reduced signal amplitude can affect the quality

of the image produced (Bushong, 1999). Acoustic shadowing in an ultrasound image is

characterized by a signal void behind structures that strongly absorb or reflect ultrasonic

waves (Whittaker, 2007). This happens most frequently withsolid structures, as sound

conducts most rapidly in areas where molecules are closely packed, such as in bone or

stones. The direct effect of acoustic shadowing or echo attenuations in the segmentation

task is that some boundaries or boundary segments may be missing which may lead to

edge leaking at the near and far LI interfaces.

Sensitivity to ultrasound vibrations at each depth of the body is different due to

which the imaging suffer from signal loss from deeper in the tissue. Signal drop-out

may occur frequently while imaging arteries with 65-70% stenosis, especially if the

CCA is deposited with high amount of calcium (Slovutet al., 2010). This makes it

difficult to determine the boundaries of the true lumen. Further, the presence of multi-

plicative speckle noise in carotid ultrasound images tendsto reduce the image resolu-

tion and contrast thereby degrading the image quality. US images are often considered

as the hardest to segment among medical images due to their low SNR (Dahlet al.,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: Illustrating the variation of carotid artery images across different patients.
(a) Curved lumen diameter (LD) borders; (b) High plaque deposit and nar-
rowing of carotid artery; (c) Low contrast image with jugular vein interfer-
ence. (d) Image having poor contrast difference at near wall.
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2011). There are many methods available for speckle noise reduction in the literature

(Michailovich and Tannenbaum, 2006; Zhanget al., 2015; Tayet al., 2010).

There are certain characteristics that make an US image suitable for the automated

delineation of the carotid artery borders. These include high spatial resolution, high dy-

namic range, low noise level, compound and harmonic imaging(Molinari et al., 2012e).

Specific image enhancement or denoising strategies may needto be adopted, if the im-

age does not possess these characteristics. The compound and harmonic imaging fa-

cilities are available on most of the medium-level and high-level US OEM (Original

Equipment Manufacturer) scanners, whereas they are not present in majority of the

entry-level or cheaper equipments. This results in a poor quality image with low con-

trast at the near and far LI interfaces leading to inaccuratesegmentation.

The important factor that complicates automatic detectionof the CCA is the pres-

ence of JV structure which is often seen just above the CCA (see Figure 2.4). Since the

echographic appearance of the CCA and JV are very much similar, the near wall of the

CCA can easily be confounded with the far boundary of the JV. Deeper plaques protrud-

ing into the carotid artery lumen represents another cause of imperfect segmentation.

The plaque substantially perturbs the average intensity level of the CCA lumen. Usu-

ally, in patients with severe stenosis (> 80%), hypoechoic plaques appear at both the

walls (Polaket al., 1998). This not only causes non-uniform luminal intensity, but also

results in an abruptly curved arterial shape (e.g. due to a relatively large plaque). There-

fore, the final boundary segmentation may have many deficiencies. It can be observed

that some of these challenges are inter-related. For example, in presence of increased

speckle content in US image, the segmentation algorithm maynot be able to distinguish

between the carotid lumen and the hypoechoic plaque tissue.A major limitation of the

algorithms developed so far is that they do not take care of tortuous or tilted arteries,

i.e., the lateral averaging cause an underestimation of thetrue lumen diameter if the

artery is not horizontally scanned. The segmentation method proposed in this thesis

uses a spatial transformation approach to address this issue.
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2.3.3 Validation Metrics

An automated carotid artery segmentation system can be evaluated in two ways. One is

by simple visual inspection of fine details which is only possible by expert physicians.

The second way is to analyze the system quantitatively usingsome metric and compare

the automated measurement against the manual expert tracings, which are considered as

GT. Further, it is mandatory for an automated medical systemto compare and validate

against manual tracings in order to be accepted in the clinical domain. Different eval-

uation metrics are used for evaluating the performance of carotid artery segmentation

algorithms. The following are some of the popular performance metrics found in the

literature.

i. Coefficient of Correlation (r)

The linear correlation coefficient (r) (Swinscowet al., 2002) measures the strength

and direction of a linear relationship between two variables (auto and manual mea-

surements). This is sometimes referred to as the Pearson correlation coefficient. The

mathematical formula for computingr is (Swinscowet al., 2002):

r =
n
∑

xy −∑ x
∑

y√
n
∑

x2 − (
∑

x)2
√
n
∑

y2 − (
∑

y)2
(2.1)

wheren is the number of pairs of data,x andy are the variables of interest. The value of

r is such that−1 < r < +1. The+ and− signs are used for positive and negative linear

correlations, respectively. The standard method used to measure the ’significance’ of

this correlation analyses is thep-value. Typically, values of either 0.01 or 0.05 are taken

as cutoff.
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ii. Coefficient of variation (CV )

The coefficient of variation (CV ) can be calculated according to the formula (Liang

et al., 2000):

CV =
S ∗ 100

x
(2.2)

where

S =
SD√
2

(2.3)

x is the pooled mean andSD is the standard deviation for the difference between auto-

mated and manual measurements of LD.

iii. Mean Absolute Distance (MAD)

Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) is used as a boundary distance-based metric. The

averages ofMAD can be computed using all vessels in the database images to obtain

an overall estimate of boundary disagreement. The formula to computeMAD is given

by (Lianget al., 2000):

MADM,T =
1

K

K∑

i=1

|d(mi, ai)| (2.4)

whered(mi, ai) is the distance between the boundary pointmi of the manual drawn

contour and its corresponding boundary point on automated contourai andK is the

number of points included in the two boundaries (manual and automated). In the case

where the two boundaries do not have the same number of points, then one of them can

be interpolated. However, if the boundaries include curvedsegments, thenMAD will

be overestimated.
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iv. Precision of Merit (PoM)

Precision of Merit (PoM) is a key feature used to validate the automatically traced

carotid diameter against the manually traced one. There aretwo different ways for

computing thePoM . The overall systems performance was computed using the first

method of precision-of-merit (PoM1) in percentage as (Ikedaet al., 2015):

PoM1LD(%) = 100−
[(∣∣LDAuto − LDManual

∣∣
LDManual

)
∗ 100

]
(2.5)

where

LDAuto =
1

N

N∑

i=1

LDAutoi
(2.6)

LDManual =
1

N

N∑

i=1

LDManuali (2.7)

LDAutoi
is the measured automated LD andLDManuali

is the measured manual LD of

a particular image.N is the total number of images in the database.

Second method of precision of merit (PoM2) computation was using error differ-

ence between the automated and manual methods for each individual case. This is the

PoM per image basis. This is mathematically expressed as (Suriet al., 2000):

PoM2LD(%) = 100−







N∑
i=1

∣

∣

∣
LDAutoi

−LDManuali

∣

∣

∣

LDManuali

N


 ∗ 100


 (2.8)

More details regarding the computation of precision of merit are given in Appendix A.

v. Dice similarity (DSC) and Jaccard Index (JI)

Dice similarity and Jaccard index (Bharathaet al., 2001; Jaccard, 1912) were com-

puted to find the similarity between two regions. Assume region A represents the area
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enveloped by the automated segmentation and region B represents the area enveloped

using manual tracings or GT. Then, DSC is the ratio of area in common to both region

A and region B to the average size of region A and region B. Thiscan be expressed

mathematically as (Bharathaet al., 2001):

DSC =

(
A ∩B

A+B

)
∗ 200 (2.9)

Although very similar to Dice, Jaccard index shows the ratioof area in common to both

region A and B to the total size of region A and B available (Jaccard, 1912):

JI =

(
A ∩B

(A+B)− (A ∩B)

)
∗ 100 (2.10)

Other than the above metrics, different plots and statistical tests can be used for

validating the segmentation results. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis

(Golematiet al., 2007) assesses the specificity and sensitivity of the segmentation meth-

ods. The regression plots show the variability between autoand manual tracings which

is seen by the deviation from the trend line. Generally, thisis a line of best fit through

the data of two variables, and the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicates how far

away all these data points are to this line of best fit. The Bland-Altman plot used the

Bland-Altman method that demonstrates the level of agreement between two methods

when measuring the same variable (Bland and Altman, 1986). Cumulative frequency

plots are used to show the error distributions between auto and manual, whereas box

plots will illustrate the median as a measure of central tendency.

The statistical tests can be used to check the agreement between true and measured

value of a variable. Often, the algorithm that has the best agreement with GT is con-

sidered to have the best performance. Due to the trade-off ofagreement between bias

and precision, the best performing algorithm (agrees best with GT) is not necessar-

ily the best in terms of bias or precision. Use of statisticaltests solves this problem.

For example, ANOVA test for one-way analysis of variance check the difference be-
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tween the means of auto and the manual measurements of a variable (say LD) (Howell,

2012), whereas, Chi-Square test (Altman, 1990) is used to analyze whether there exist

a significant difference between the observed data (automated measurements) and the

expected data (manual measurements or GT). There are other tests such as Student’s

T-test and Mann-Whitney test which were used to confirm the statistical significance of

the obtained results (Hollanderet al., 2013; Jackson, 2015). Usually in all the above

tests, p-values less than 0.05 will be considered statistically significant unless otherwise

specified.

2.4 Summary

We have presented different techniques for the carotid lumen segmentation from MR

and B-mode US images which are intended to measure the CAWT/LD/IAD. These tech-

niques include LSM, graph cut, Hough’s Transform, fuzzy classification, active contour

or Snake based techniques, scale-space, geometrical approaches, local statistics and op-

timization based approaches. Section 2.2 reviewed the recent literature on the carotid

lumen and outer wall segmentation from MR images, whereas the carotid artery seg-

mentation techniques in US images are explored in Section 2.3. Further, a general

framework for carotid artery segmentation is presented, and discussed various chal-

lenges during segmentation. Finally, a few important evaluation metrics are shortlisted

from the literature which is used for assessing the performance of segmentation tech-

niques. The global trend is now toward the complete automation of the segmentation

and measurement process, which can assist the clinician. The use of computer-aided

measurement techniques has the potential benefit of increased accuracy with less com-

putational complexity and less subjectivity. It is expected that the performance of the

methods can be further increased with the rapidly growing development of technology

such as 3D carotid imaging and video segmentation. However,more validation studies

will be required to establish the state-of-the-art on segmentation performance.
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CHAPTER 3

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGE DENOISING AND

MEASUREMENT OF CAROTID ARTERY WALL

THICKNESS

In this chapter, carotid artery wall segmentation from MR images is addressed. MR im-

ages are inherently corrupted with noise which hides important visual information and

thereby affects the performance of the segmentation algorithms. Thus, a robust filter,

named as NLMLDCT , is proposed to reduce the Rician noise present in MR images.

This filter is based on the non-local maximum likelihood (NLML) technique using dis-

crete cosine transform (DCT) as the similarity measure. Themethod is explained in

detail in Section 3.1 along with the experimental results onboth simulated and real im-

ages. Further, the performance of the proposed denoising method is compared against

the conventional NLML technique.

In Section 3.2, a novel segmentation strategy is presented for carotid lumen and

outer wall segmentation from T1-weighted MR images and quantified the carotid artery

wall thickness (CAWT). The segmentation method utilized the famous Chan-Vese (CV)

model which is followed by particle swarm optimization (PSO) to separate the inner and

outer wall region of the carotid artery. Then, CAWT is measured as the average distance

between the inner and outer wall borders. The results are thoroughly validated against

the manual tracings by an experienced radiologist.



3.1 DCT Based NLML Filter for MR Image Denoising

MR images are generally corrupted with noise, which is mainly thermal in origin and

is produced by the stochastic motion of free electrons. The noise variance is influenced

by the imaging parameters, the number of averages, the field of view and the sam-

pling interval (Parker and Gullberg, 1990). One straight forward approach to reduce

the noise level in the acquired image is to average images after multiple acquisitions.

Averaging will reduce the noise level by a factor of
√
N , whereN is the number of

acquisitions. Averaging, however, may not be feasible in clinical and small animal MR

imaging where there is an increasing need for speed (Manjónet al., 2008; Rajanet al.,

2011). Thus, post processing techniques to reduce the noiselevel in the acquired data

are important. Also, time-sensitive acquisitions in contrast material-enhanced studies,

functional studies, diffusion MRI (dMRI) or studies with limited imaging time, experi-

ments cannot be repeated to do averaging (Rajanet al., 2011).

In most of the early papers on MRI denoising, the conventional classical denois-

ing techniques were applied with the assumption that the data in the magnitude MRI

follows a Gaussian distribution. In these methods the biasing effects of Rician noise

was not taken into account. This bias will increase with decreasing signal to noise ra-

tio (SNR). This is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. Many methods were proposed later to

denoise MR images. Most of these methods exploited the second moment of the Rice

distribution to reduce the bias in the denoised images, i.e.the image is denoised with

the methods based on the Gaussian assumption and to reduce the bias,2σ2
g (whereσ2

g

is the variance of noise) is subtracted from the squared denoised image. However, in

Sijberset al. (1998) it is demonstrated that the SNR and sample size can influence the

process of estimating the true underlying pixel value usingthis approach. Methods

based on maximum likelihood (ML) were proved to be better than the aforesaid meth-

ods. Superior performance of ML based methods over other state of the art methods

were demonstrated in He and Greenshields (2009) and Rajanet al. (2011, 2012).
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Figure 3.1: Rician Bias : This experiment was conducted withσg = 1 and varyinga
from 0.5 to 20.

Conventionally, the ML estimation methods for denoising MRimages incorporate

the Rice distribution in order to estimate the true, underlying pixel value from a local

neighborhood. This is based on the constant intensity assumption with in the neighbor-

hood. However, this assumption is not always valid especially around edges and fine

structures, which may results in poor quality images. As a solution to this problem,

many variations of ML based methods were proposed. Among them, the 2D NLML

(NLML C) approach (He and Greenshields, 2009) gained much attention of the research

community. The NLMLC differs in its sample selection strategy, i.e. samples are se-

lected in a non-local way, rather than from a local neighborhood, based on the intensity

similarity of the pixel neighborhoods. Euclidean distanceis used as the similarity mea-

sure in the image space. However, it has been recently shown that computing the sim-

ilarity measure is more robust in DCT sub-space compared to the Euclidean sub-space

(this is because of the inherent properties of DCT such as lowdata correlation and

high energy compaction)(Huet al., 2012). Motivated by this observation, the proposed

method integrates DCT into NLML to produce an improved 2D MRIfiltration process
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which is termed as NLMLDCT . In the next section, we explain the data distribution in

MRI and the signal estimation using the conventional NLML method.

3.1.1 Data Distribution and Signal Estimation in MRI

The raw complex MR data in thek-space are characterized by a Gaussian probability

density function (PDF). After the inverse Fourier transform, the noise distribution in

the real and imaginary components will still be Gaussian dueto the linearity and the

orthogonality of the Fourier transform. However, due to thesubsequent transform to a

magnitude image, the data will no longer be Gaussian but Rician distributed.

Let R andI represent the real and imaginary parts of the noisy complex MR data

(corrupted by zero mean Gaussian, stationary noise with thestandard deviationσg) with

mean valuesµR andµI, respectively. Then the reconstructed magnitude dataM will be

Rician distributed (Rice, 1944). The corresponding RicianPDF is given by:

pM(M |A, σg) =
M

σ2
g

e
−

M2+A2

2σ2
g I0

(
AM

σ2
g

)
ǫ(M) (3.1)

whereM =
√
R2 + I2, A =

√
µ2
R
+ µ2

I
, I0(.) is the0th order modified Bessel function

of the first kind andǫ(.) is the Heaviside step function. The shape of the Rician PDF

depends on the signal to noise ratio (SNR), which is here defined as the ratioA/σg.

Given the observed data and a model of interest, the unknown parameters in the PDF

can be estimated by maximizing the corresponding likelihood function. LetM1,M2, ...,Mn

ben statistically independent observations within a region ofconstant signal intensity

A. Then, the joint PDF of the observations is:

p({Mi}|A, σg) =
n∏

i=1

Mi

σ2
g

e
−

M2
i +A2

2σ2
g I0

(
AMi

σ2
g

)
. (3.2)

The unknown parameter in Eq. (3.2) is the true underlying intensityA. However, ifσ2
g

is not known in advance, it can be estimated along withA by maximizing the likelihood
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function L or equivalentlylnL, with respect toA andσ2
g (Sijbers and den Dekker,

2004):

{ÂML, σ̂
2
ML} = arg{max

A,σ2
g

(lnL)} (3.3)

where

lnL =

n∑

i=1

ln

(
Mi

σ2
g

)
−

n∑

i=1

M2
i + A2

2σ2
g

+

n∑

i=1

ln I0

(
AMi

σ2
g

)
. (3.4)

andÂML and σ̂2
ML are the estimated underlying true intensity and the noise variance

respectively.

3.1.2 Signal Estimation using NLML Method

Non-local approaches generally take advantage of high degree of redundancy in images.

In the recent past, these methods attracted the attention ofthe image processing commu-

nity and several non-local methods have been introduced forimage denoising. NLML

method was motivated by non-local means (NLM) (Buadeset al., 2011). However,

instead of computing the noise free signal as a weighted average of non local pixels,

considering the Rician nature of noise, NLML estimates the true underlying signal us-

ing Eq. (3.3), where the samples are selected in a non local fashion. Conventionally,

NL pixels are selected based on the intensity similarity of the pixel neighborhoods. If

the neighborhoods of two pixels are similar, then their central pixels should have a sim-

ilar meaning and thus similar gray values (Zimmeret al., 2008). The similarity of the

pixel neighborhoods can be computed by computing the intensity distance (Euclidean

distance) between them (He and Greenshields, 2009):

di,j = ‖Ni −Nj‖ (3.5)

wheredi,j is the intensity distance between the neighborhoodsNi andNj of the pixels

i andj. For each pixeli, the intensity distancedi,j betweeni and all other non local
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pixelsj as defined by Eq. (3.5), in the search window are measured. After sorting the

non local pixels in the increasing order ofd, the firstn pixels are then selected as{Mi}
for maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. This method is moreeffective in terms of

preserving edges and fine structures than the local ML estimation. In the next section,

we discuss an alternative approach to select the samples forML estimation.

3.1.3 NLMLDCT Filter for MR Image Denoising

The proposed work integrates DCT into NLML to produce an improved filter for MR

image denoising. Instead of computing the similarity in theimage space as in the con-

ventional NLML, we find the appropriate pixels for ML estimation by computing the

neighborhood similarity of pixels in the DCT subspace. Since only few low frequency

coefficients are used for distance calculation, the number of computations can be sig-

nificantly reduced. This reduces the influence of noise on distance calculation.

Let I be the noisy MR image. Initially, the DCT coefficients are computed for each

pixel i in I using a neighborhood of sizew × w. For every pixeli in the image, the

similar pixelsj for ML estimation are computed based on the similarity of theDCT

coefficients of the neighborhoods ofi andj. Let the neighborhood of pixeli be denoted

byNi and the neighborhood of pixelj be denoted byNj wherei, j ∈ I. AssumeC(Ni)

andC(Nj) denote the coefficients in the DCT subspace corresponding topatchesNi

andNj respectively. The firstτ low frequency coefficients ofi andj from C(Ni) and

C(Nj) are then selected in a zigzag order. The zigzag order is employed to group low

frequency coefficients in top of vector and high frequency coefficients at the bottom.

Now the distancedτi,j betweenCτ (Ni) andCτ (Nj) are computed as:

dτi,j = ‖Cτ (Nj)− Cτ (Ni)‖ (3.6)

whereCτ represents the firstτ coefficients ofC. For each pixeli, the intensity distance

dτi,j betweeni and all other non local pixelsj as defined by Eq. (3.6), in the search win-
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Table 3.1: NLMLDCT Denoising Algorithm

Input: Noisy MR image,w, l, andτ

Output: Denoised MR image

Stage 1: DCT Coefficient Estimation
1. For each pixeli in the noisy image calculate DCT coefficients

within a grid of size same as similarity windoww × w
2. Select and store the firstτ DCT coefficients in a zigzag order inCi

Stage 2: Optimized Denoised Image Estimation
1. For each pixeli in the Noisy Image

1.1. CompareCi with all Cj in the search windowl × l using Eq. (3.6)
and store the results indτi,j
1.2. Select the firstn non local pixelsj with the minimumdτi,j
usingkth order statistic and let these pixels beMi

2. Estimate the true underlying intensity ofi, Ai using Eq. (3.3)

dow are measured. The non local pixelsj are then arranged in the increasing order of

dτi,j and the firstn pixels are selected as{Mi} for maximum likelihood (ML) estimation.

Further, the proposed work makes use ofkth order statistic (David and Nagaraja, 1970)

to select the most similarn pixels. This will further reduce the computational burden

compared to traditional sorting algorithms. The NLMLDCT algorithm is summarized

in Table 3.1 and the time complexity comparison of both NLMLC and NLMLDCT al-

gorithms is given in Table 3.2.

3.1.4 Experimental Results

To evaluate and compare the proposed method (NLMLDCT ) with the NLMLC, exper-

iments were conducted on both synthetic and real MR images. For the experiments

on the synthetic data, we used the standard MR image phantom of the brain obtained

from the Brainweb database (Cocoscoet al., 1997). The phantom image was degraded

with Rician noise for a wide range of noise levels and the denoising efficiency of both

algorithms with different search window sizes and noise levels were evaluated based on

the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) (Fisher, 1995) and the mean structural similarity
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Table 3.2: Time Complexity Analysis of Denoising Algorithms

For anN ×N image, assume:
l × l - Search window size
m - Similarity window size
τ - Number of low frequency coefficients of used for finding similarity in DCT domain

For Conventional NLML (NLMLC):

Number of computations for calculation of Euclidean distances of a given pixel:m2l2

Hence, total number of computations for entire image:N2m2l2

For DCT based NLML (NLMLDCT ):

Number of computations for calculation of 2D-DCT coefficients for each pixel:l2 log l
Number of computations for calculation of Euclidean distances of a given pixel:m2τ
Hence, total number of computations for entire image:N2 (l2 log l +m2τ)

index matrix (SSIM)(Wanget al., 2004).

Figure 3.2 shows the visual quality comparison of the image denoised with the

NLML C method and NLMLDCT method. This experiment was conducted on the brain

image after corrupting the image by noise withσg = 15. Both filters were executed

with the following parameters: search window size =21 × 21, neighborhood size =

3 × 3 and the the sample sizek was chosen as 25 (as recommended in He. et.al (He

and Greenshields, 2009)). In visual analysis, the expectations are (i) perceptually flat

regions should be smooth as possible (ii) image edges and corners should be well pre-

served (iii) texture detail should not be lost and (iv) few orideally no artifacts (He and

Greenshields, 2009; Chenet al., 2010; Rajanet al., 2011). It can be observed from

Figure 3.2 that the image denoised with the proposed method (NLML DCT ) is closer to

the original one (based on the above mentioned criteria) than the images denoised with

the other approaches. The difference is more clear from the images in Figure 3.3, which

shows the zoom view of the denoised images of the region marked in red. It can be seen

from Figure 3.3 that the blurring effect is less in the image denoised with NLMLDCT .

Figure 3.4 shows the quantitative analysis and the time complexity comparison of

the images denoised with NLMLC and NLMLDCT for different search window sizes.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.2: Visual quality comparison: (a) Ground Truth (GT) (b) GT corrupted with
noise (withσg = 15) (c) noisy image denoised with NLMLC (d) noisy image
denoised with NLMLDCT .
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 3.3: Visual quality comparison : (First column) Ground Truth (Second column)
enlarged view of the area marked in red color(Third column) enlarged view
after denoised with NLMLC (Fourth column) enlarged view after denoised
with NLML DCT .
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In the quantitative analysis, the background was excluded;that is, only the area of the

image inside the skull was considered. Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b) shows the perfor-

mance of both methods based on PSNR and mean SSIM for search window size varying

from 11×11 to101×101. As expected we can observe that the performance of both the

methods improves when search window size increases and thisis because the probabil-

ity of finding a similar patch increases when the search spaceincreases. However, one

drawback of increasing search space is the corresponding increase in time complexity.

This can be seen in Figure 3.4(c). The NLMLDCT scores over NLMLC here. Figure

3.4(d) and Figure 3.4(e) shows the quantitative analysis based on mean SSIM and PSNR

for both methods for various noise levels varying from 10 to 40. At very low noise lev-

els it can observed that for this experiment the PSNR for the conventional NLML is

less than the noisy one. This is because of some slight blurring introduced in the image

through denoising. Nevertheless, the NLMLDCT performs better than NLMLC in all

the cases.
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Figure 3.4: Quantitative analysis : (a) PSNR plot of NLMLC and NLMLDCT for var-
ious search window size (b) Mean SSIM plot of NLMLC and NLMLDCT

for various search window size (c) Execution time comparison of NLMLC

and NLMLDCT for various search window size (d) and (e) Mean SSIM and
PSNR plot of NLMLC and NLMLDCT after varyingσg from 10 to 40.
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Table 3.3: Quantitative analysis on experimental Kiwi fruit image
NLML C NLML DCT Percentage of Improve-

ment
PSNR 27.53 30.4 10.5

For the evaluation of the methods on the real data sets, we conducted experiments

on a carotid MR image and an MR image of a Kiwi fruit. Figure 3.5shows the results

of the experiment on noisy carotid image. It can be observed from the results that the

image denoised with NLMLDCT preserves structures and fine details much better than

NLML C. In the experiments (with both NLMLC and NLMLDCT ) we estimated both

true underlying signal and noise simultaneously using Eq. (3.3). For both experiments

we used a search window size of11× 11 and similarity window size3× 3.

Figure 3.6 shows the results of applying both denoising methods on an MR image

of a kiwi fruit. Two sets of kiwi fruit images were reconstructed, one without averaging

and the other by averaging 12 acquisitions. Averaging was done in the complexK-

space. Averaging reduces the noise standard deviation by a factor of
√
N , whereN

is the number of averages. These images were acquired on a 9T MR scanner with a

slice thickness of 0.4 mm. The denoising algorithms were then applied over the image

reconstructed without averaging and the resultant denoised image was compared with

the image reconstructed by averaging 12 acquisitions. It can be seen from the denoised

images and the residuals that the image denoised with NLMLDCT is more close to

the image reconstructed by averaging 12 acquisitions. Since the image acquired with

12 averages has a high SNR, for quantitative analysis, we computed the PSNR for

denoised images with respect to the image acquired with 12 averages. The PSNR for

the image denoised with NLMLC is 27.53 and the PSNR for the image denoised with

NLML DCT is 30.4. These results are summarized in Table 3.3. These experiment on

the real data sets additionally indicates superior performance of the NLMLDCT method

over NLMLC method.

However, one drawback with both conventional and the proposed method is in the
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optimal selection of the number of samples for ML estimation. In the experiments

mentioned in this section, the sample sizek is selected as 25 (as recommended in He

and Greenshields (2009)). Results can be further improved by selecting an optimal

value fork for the ML estimation of the true underlying intensity for each and every

pixels instead of fixingk as a constant based on some heuristics. Very recently in

Rajanet al. (2014) an adaptive approach to selectk (for NLML method) based on

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is proposed. Further research is required to see how

this can be incorporated in the proposed DCT based approach.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.5: Experiments on real data :(a) Noisy carotid MR image(b) Denoised with
NLML C (c) Denoised with NLMLDCT , (d)enlarged view of the region
marked in red in (a),(e) and(f) enlarged views of the corresponding region
marked in red from (b) and (c),(g) enlarged view of the region marked in
green in (a),(h) and(i) enlarged views of the corresponding region marked
in green from (b) and (c).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.6: Experiments on MR image of a Kiwi fruit :(a)Original image reconstructed
with 1 average(b) Original image reconstructed with 12 averages(c) image
(a) denoised with NLMLC method(d) image (a) denoised with NLMLDCT

method(e)and(f) residual images (with respect to (b)) of (c) and (d) (in the
scale 0-150).
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3.2 Carotid Artery Wall Segmentation from MRI

The quantification of carotid artery stenosis via imaging techniques guides the physi-

cians to take a decision regarding surgical interventions.Measurement of the wall

thickness from MR images is a promising approach in this regard. Since, manual trac-

ing of the carotid vessel walls is time consuming and sensitive to observer variability,

computer assisted automated methods have been under development. In this section,

we present a novel segmentation strategy for carotid lumen and outer wall from T1-

weighted (T1-w) MR images and quantification of CAWT.

The segmentation has been carried out in two stages which starts with a user assisted

region of interest (ROI) selection from the denoised image.In the first stage, an active

contour based global segmentation has been applied to classify the lumen region. The

famous CV model (Chan and Vese, 2001) has been used at this stage. In the second

stage, morphological gradient of the ROI has been computed.This is followed by PSO

(Ghamisiet al., 2012) based multi-level segmentation to separate the outer wall region.

CAWT has been computed as the average distance between the co-ordinates of the

lumen and outer wall borders. The overall block diagram of the segmentation process

is given in Figure 3.7.

3.2.1 Global Region based Lumen Segmentation

Chan-Vese (CV) model is a powerful and flexible technique to segment images. This

includes images that would be quite difficult to segment by applying certain threshold or

gradient based methods. The CV model can be seen as an energy minimization problem,

which is reformulated to a simple level set evolution problem. Unlike other active

contour models, where the curve evolution is controlled using a stopping edge-function

(based on the gradient of the image), the stopping term in CV model is based on the

Mumford-Shah functional (Mumford and Shah, 1989). The important point to note here

is that the CV model segmentation depends only on global properties such as intensities
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Figure 3.7: Flow diagram showing the segmentation of inner and outer walls of the
carotid artery from MR images.
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of different regions. Thus, the entire segmentation process becomes independent of

local gradients thereby allowing accurate segmentation ofregions with discontinuous

boundaries. Further, this method does not suffer from a wrong initialization of a curve

by the user.

CV Model

Let Ω be a bounded and open subset ofR
2, with δΩ as its boundary. Letu0 be a

given image, as a bounded function defined onΩ and with real values. Usually,Ω is

a rectangle in the plane andu0 takes values between 0 and 255.C(s) is a piecewise

C[0, 1] parameterized curve. The region insideC can be denoted asω, and the region

outsideC asΩ\ω. Moreover,c1 will represent the mean pixel intensity insideC, and

c2 will represent the mean intensity outsideC(i.e. c1 = c1(C), c2 = c2(C)).

The CV algorithm tries to minimize the energy functionalF (c1, c2, C), defined by

(Chan and Vese, 2001):

F (c1, c2, C) = µ.Length(C) + ν.Area(inside(C))

+λ1

∫

inside(C)

|u0(x, y)− c1|2dxdy

+λ1

∫

outside(C)

|u0(x, y)− c1|2dxdy (3.7)

whereµ ≥ 0, ν ≥ 0, λ1, λ2 > 0 are fixed parameters and can be set by the user.

The preferred values areν = 0, λ1, λ2 = 1. Hence, the objective is to find those

c1, c2, C which can be the solution to the minimization problem (Chan and Vese, 2001):

argmin
c1,c2,C

F (c1, c2, C).
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Level set Formulation

The active contour model withν = 0 andλ1 = λ2 = λ is a particular case of the

minimal partition problem. It is possible to reformulate this problem using the level set

method. In this case, we will not search for a solution in terms ofC, instead, we rede-

fine the problem whereC ⊂ Ω is represented by the zero level set of some Lipschitz

functionΦ : Ω → R, s.t.(Chan and Vese, 2001):





C = ∂ω = {(x, y) ∈ Ω : Φ(x, y) = 0},

inside(C) = ω = {(x, y) ∈ Ω : Φ(x, y) > 0}

outside(C) = Ω\ω = {(x, y) ∈ Ω : Φ(x, y) < 0}.

3.2.2 Morphological Gradient

One non-linear approach to edge detection is by computing the morphological gradient

(MG) which is computed as the difference between two images which are obtained by

the dilation and erosion of the given image (Dougherty, 1992). Thus, every pixel in

the resultant image represents the contrast intensity within the neighborhood. The dif-

ference between the maximum and minimum intensity will be small in slowly varying

image regions; whereas in regions of fast changing gray values, the difference will be

very high. Hence, an edge map can be obtained by applying suitable threshold on the

morphological gradient image.

Let f : E → R be a monochrome image which maps points from a Euclidean space

E into the real lineR. Let b(x) be a structuring element. Then the MG off is given by

(Dougherty, 1992):

G(f) = f ⊕ b− f ⊖ b (3.8)

where⊕ denote the dilation operator and⊖ denote the erosion operator.
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3.2.3 PSO based Localized Outer Wall Segmentation

Once we get the gradient image, the next step is to segment theimage into distinctive

classes by using a set of threshold values. However, the automatic selection of optimal

threshold values is challenging. PSO is a fast machine learning technique and have the

capability of finding threshold values which are stable (Eberhartet al., 1995). The can-

didate solutions are generally called as particles which progress through the domain and

stops when an optimum solution is found. During this travel,they interact and share in-

formation with neighboring particles. The particle success at each step will be evaluated

using a well defined fitness function. In simple PSO, it is defined as the between-class

variance of the image intensity distributions. The simplest and computationally most

efficient method of obtaining a robust optimumn−level threshold is by maximizing the

between class variance. This can be mathematically formulated as follows. Let there

beL intensity levels in the range{0, 1, 2, L− 1}, then the probability of occurrence of

each intensity leveli(0 ≤ i ≤ L− 1) can be defined as:

pi =
hi

N
,

N∑

i=1

pi = 1 (3.9)

wherehi represents the number of pixels with intensity leveli andN rerpresents the

total number of pixels in the image. Then, the total mean of the image can be computed

as:

µT =
L∑

i=1

ipi (3.10)

Now, the between class variance can be calculated as:

σ2
B =

n∑

j=1

wj (µj − µT )
2 (3.11)
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wherej represents a specific class in such a way thatwj andµj are the probability

of occurrence and mean of classj, respectively. In other words, the problem ofn–

level thresholding is reduced to an optimization problem tosearch for thresholdstj that

maximizes the objective function (Ghamisiet al., 2012):

ϕ = max
1 <t1 <... <tn <L

σ2
B (tj) (3.12)

The main advantage of using a localized segmentation for theouter wall separation

is that, the edge leaking problem can be reduced to some extent. Secondly, we already

have precise information regarding the inner lumen region.Hence, the outer wall re-

gion which is close to the lumen region can be taken out easilyby means of connected

component analysis, using 8-connectivity. This is anotherreason why we go for a two

stage process, rather than segmenting both the lumen and outer wall region simultane-

ously. Figure 3.8 shows the segmentation results on a singleimage using the proposed

method.

3.2.4 Experimental Results

Image Data

We have tested our algorithm on twenty five T1-w carotid MR images acquired from

six patients (from SCTMST, Trivandrum). The carotid arteries were examined using a

1.5T Avanto (Seimens, USA) MR scanner. IEC approval was obtained to conduct this

study. Both the horizontal and vertical resolution of the images was 0.417 mm/pixel.

The segmentation system is evaluated by comparing the automated results against those

computed manually. The manual delineation of the inner and outer wall borders was

done by an experienced radiologist.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.8: Segmentation results using the proposed method: (a) Denoised MR im-
age of the carotid artery b) Cropped ROI c) Automated lumen border (d)
Morphological gradient (e) PSO output f) Automated Outer wall border (g)
Overlays on ROI (h) Overlays on raw image.
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Performance Evaluation

The following statistical measures have been used for the assessment of the segmenta-

tion system. Mean error (ME) and standard deviation (SD) is computed between the

automated and manual CAWT. The overall system performance was computed using

the first method of precision-of-merit (PoM1) in percentage(Molinariet al., 2012c) as:

PoM1(%) = 100−
[( |CAWTAuto − CAWTManual|

CAWTManual

)
∗ 100

]
(3.13)

where

CAWTAuto =
1

N

N∑

i=1

CAWTAutoi (3.14)

CAWTManual =
1

N

N∑

i=1

CAWTManuali (3.15)

CAWTAutoi is the measured automated carotid artery wall thickness andCAWTManuali

is the measured manual carotid artery wall thickness of a particular image.N is the total

number of images in the database. Dice similarity (DS) and Jaccard index (JI) are com-

puted between the automated and manually segmented binary carotid regions. Further,

Student’s T-test is performed to prove the statistical significance of the obtained results.

Results and Analysis

Mean Auto CAWT measured for twenty five T1-w MR images was1.24 ± 0.11 mm,

while the manual CAWT was1.21±0.14mm. We have got a mean PoM value of 97.1%

against manual CAWT which implies sufficient system performance for the intended

application. Table 3.4 give detailed performance statistics. Table 3.5 compares the au-

tomatic and manually identified binary carotid regions based on the Dice similarity and

Jaccard index. If both the regions exactly overlap, Dice similarity or Jaccard index will

be 1 or 100%. Here, both the readings are closer to 100 which shows their closeness.
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Table 3.4: Performance of Auto CAWT against Manual CAWT

# images
Mean Auto CAWT

(mm)
Mean Manual CAWT

(mm)
Mean Error

(mm)
PoM (%)

25 1.24± 0.11 1.21± 0.14 0.13± 0.08 97.1

Table 3.5: Dice similarity and Jaccard index
Lumen Lumen + outer wall

Dice similarity (%) 95 93
Jaccard index (%) 93 90

The statistical significance of the difference between the means of automated and man-

ual CAWT variables is determined by T-test. Since the calculatedp-value (p = 0.2564)

is found to be higher (p > 0.05), it is concluded that there is no significant difference

between the two means.

It can be observed that the proposed segmentation methodology is in line with pre-

vious researches which are slice-by slice methods. In thesemethods, the user have

to perform initialization on every single slice. Further, the segmentation happens se-

quentially (i.e. segmentation of the inner wall followed bythe outer wall). Moreover,

previous researches have shown that the segmentation of theouter wall contour is more

difficult than the inner lumen contour (Ukwattaet al., 2013; Arias-Lorzaet al., 2016).

This is because, the image contrast at the inner wall region is usually much better than

at the outer wall region.

A comparison of the previous studies describing the carotidartery segmentation

methods from MR images is given in Table 3.6. Note that, thereare techniques which

use images acquired using a different modality such as MR angiography (van’t Klooster

et al., 2012) to assist the segmentation. Further, some of these studies used more than

one MR acquisition protocol (Ariaset al., 2012; Arias-Lorzaet al., 2016) which need

careful image registration before segmentation. All the 2Dmethods mentioned in the

Table 3.6 (Yuanet al., 1999; Adameet al., 2004; Underhillet al., 2006; Sabaet al.,

2014a) need initialization by the user on every slice. The method by Underhill et al.

(2006) used the IMT measured from B-mode US images for validation purpose. From
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the Table 3.6, only three previous studies have measured theCAWT (van’t Klooster

et al., 2012; Underhillet al., 2006; Sabaet al., 2014a). Out of these, the method closest

to our study is Sabaet al.(2014a) which used a LSM on PD-w MR images. However, in

Sabaet al.(2014a), the authors mentioned many drawbacks of their technique including

edge leaking problem in the LSM. The proposed technique succeeded in addressing

some of these issues by using two different approaches for segmenting the inner lumen

and outer wall boundaries of the carotid artery.

Even though we have achieved good accuracy in segmentation,there are certain

limitations that need to be addressed. The initial croppingof the raw image to select the

ROI must be done in such a way that the carotid artery region appears approximately at

the center of the ROI, and must not include any other similar structure. This is because

we are initializing the CV algorithm at the center of the ROI and later it will evolve to fit

with the carotid lumen region. Further, if the image is too noisy, the CV algorithm may

fail to produce accurate results. To address this, we have included a denoising stage in

the pipeline prior to the segmentation. The denoising method proposed in Section 3.1

can be used in this regard. Moreover, the segmentation approach presented in this thesis

can be extended to 3D MR images.
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Table 3.6: Previous studies describing carotid artery segmentation methods

# Author(Year) Approach Dim Dataset
#

images
Performance

Criteria
Performance

1 Yuanet al. (1999)
Closed Contour Snake
search

2D PD-w MRI 5
Mean Difference

(MT) (mm2)

LA: 1.05±2.26
OWA: 1.36±3.46
WA: 0.31±4.03

2 Adameet al. (2004)
Model-based
segmentation
and Fuzzy Clustering

2D
Short-axis
BBMRI

50 CC (MT)
LA: 0.92

OWA: 0.91

3 Underhillet al. (2006)
Statistical
shape modelling

2D T1-w-BBMRI NA
CC

(MRI vs. US)
0.95

4 van’t Kloosteret al. (2012)
3D deformable vessel
model

Both
3D MRA and

2D MRI
55 CC (MT)

VWT: 0.69
VWV: 0.79

5 Arias et al. (2012)
3D coupled surface
graph cut

3D
PD-w-BBMRI
and EPIMRI

32
Area Overlap
(MT) (mm2)

EPMRI: 84%
BBMRI: 85%

6 Ukwattaet al. (2013)
Global optimization
based multi-region
segmentation

3D T1-w-BBMRI 38
RMSE (MT)

(mm)
AB: 0.6±0.1
LIB: 0.5±0.2

7 Sabaet al. (2014a) Level set method 2D PD-w MRI 102 CC (MT) VWT: 0.83

8 Arias-Lorzaet al. (2016)
3D coupled optimal
surface graph-cut

3D
PD-w-BBMRI,

PCMRI
and EPIMRI

57
Dice Overlap

(MT)
WA: 0.86±0.06
LA: 0.89±0.05

MT:Manual Tracing; LA:Luminal Area; OWA:Outer Wall Area; WA:Wall Area; RMSE:Root Mean Square Error
VWT:Vessel Wall Thickness; VWV:Vessel Wall Volume
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3.3 Summary

In Section 3.1, we have proposed an improved NLML method based on DCT to denoise

the MR images corrupted with Rician noise. In NLMLC method, the neighborhood in-

tensity similarity for selecting similar pixels are generally measured using the Euclidean

distance in the image space. In this work we have improved theNLML C method by in-

corporating the DCT framework. The estimation of true underlying intensity based on

the NLMLDCT method is more accurate than the NLMLC . Besides accuracy, the time

complexity of the NLMLDCT technique is significantly less compared to the NLMLC

method for higher values of search window size. Experimentshave been carried out on

both simulated and real data sets. In Section 3.2, we have presented an algorithm for

the semi-automated segmentation of the carotid artery walls from T1-w MR images.

The algorithm combines an active contour based global segmentation with PSO based

localized segmentation to separate the inner and outer wallregions of the carotid artery.

The automatically segmented borders were compared with an independent manual trac-

ing to analyze the performance of the proposed method. This image-based automated

system holds significant potential to use in a clinical environment. In future, this work

can be extended to do tissue characterization in the segmented regions.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASUREMENT OF ARTERIAL DIAMETERS

FROM CAROTID ULTRASOUND IMAGES

This chapter starts with a brief discussion in regard to the issue of speckle in ultra-

sound images. Then in Section 4.2, we present a novel and fully automated algorithm

for lumen diameter (LD) and inter-adventitial diameter (IAD) measurements in carotid

arteries from B-mode ultrasound images. The proposed algorithm uses a region-based

strategy, which is the key contribution of this study. In Section 4.3, we have further im-

proved the performance of this algorithm with an iterative design which uses a spatial

transformation to straighten the curved vessels. Comprehensive statistical data anal-

ysis was performed to ensure the superior performance of theregion-based technique

against the two manual expert tracings.

4.1 Speckle Noise in US Images

A granular noise called speckle exists in US images which is signal dependent. The

major reason for the speckle is constructive or destructiveinterference of US waves

which produce the light and dark pixels in the image (Michailovich and Tannenbaum,

2006). Speckle degrades the image quality and reduces the contrast which affects the

texture-based analysis and segmentation. Further, it blurs the image details significantly

(Bamber and Daft, 1986). This makes it really hard for an observer to distinguish

between the fine details of the image during clinical diagnosis (Bamber and Daft, 1986).

De-speckling techniques are generally trying to remove noise while preserving the fine

details in the image. Thus, it is a trade-off between removing noise and preserving



edges. The signal dependent nature of the speckle must be taken into account while

designing an efficient speckle reduction filter. The main challenge is to remove the

noise component, while keeping integrity of the relevant image information.

A number of techniques are proposed in the literature to reduce the speckle in US

images. This includes local statistic filters (Kuanet al., 1985; Lee, 1980), wavelet

based filters (Pizuricaet al., 2003; Achimet al., 2001), NLM based filters (Coupéet al.,

2009; Sudeepet al., 2016), total variation (TV) (Michailovich and Tannenbaum, 2006)

and partial differential equation (PDE) based methods (Youand Kaveh, 2000). Among

them, NLM and PDE based methods gained much popularity. PDE-based de-speckling

techniques rely on non-linear diffusion and follow an iterative procedure. By utilizing

the coefficient of variation, it simultaneously performs noise reduction and contrast en-

hancement. Two different de-speckling filters were proposed recently which are based

on fourth order and coupled PDE model (by coupling both second and fourth order

PDEs) (Soorajkumaret al., 2016b,a). These methods use the ENI (Edge Noise Interior)

concept for controlled diffusion for different image regions. An NLM based approach

for speckle reduction was introduced by Coupéet al.(2009) which is called as Optimal

Bayesian NLM filter (OBNLM). This method exploits the data redundancy in the image

and smooths the image very well. In this chapter, we have adopted the OBNLM method

to reduce the speckle noise in US images.

4.2 Automated Carotid Lumen Segmentation System

Figure 4.1 shows the flow diagram of the automated carotid lumen segmentation system.

We modeled the carotid artery segmentation system as a two stage process: A global

system which can establish the ROI and a local system for the extraction of the LI

interfaces. The first step in the segmentation is an automated cropping which helps in

removing the text information from the image. After cropping, the image is fed to the

global system which constitutes stage-1 of our algorithm. Scale-space based strategy is
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Figure 4.1: Flow diagram of the region based approach for lumen segmentation.

employed at this stage in order to capture the bright edges ofthe adventitia wall which

defines the ROI. Here we used the assumption that the adventitia region is the brightest

in an US image due to its high tissue density (Delsantoet al., 2007; Molinariet al.,

2012a). The ROI covers the region between the near and far MA walls which encloses

the lumen region in it. The pixel-classification within thisROI uses the assumption that

the blood density to be constant over the lumen region and hence the intensity of pixels

corresponding to this region must be constant (Filardi, 2013). This classifier based local

processing allows us to extract the LI interfaces accurately. The LD is then measured as

the mean distance between the near and far LI interfaces and the IAD is measured as the

distance between the near and the far MA interfaces. Both LD and IAD are measured

using polyline distance metric (PDM) (Suriet al., 2000). More details regarding the

measurement using the PDM method is given in appendix A.
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4.2.1 Scale-Space based Global Segmentation

The motivation of the stage-I strategy comes from the fundamental reconstruction of

the US image, where the distal (far) wall of the carotid artery has the brightest region

(Molinari et al., 2012a). This taps the information to build the global shape using the

scale-space framework combined with vertical profile analysis. Scale-space based seg-

mentation technique is employed in order to capture the bright edges of the adventitia

wall. The adventitial edges were delineated in two steps. The second order derivative

of a 5 × 5 Gaussian kernel (Babaudet al., 1986; Molinariet al., 2012f ) is computed

and convoluted with the cropped image to enhance the edges corresponding to the near

and far adventitia walls. The optimal size of the Gaussian kernel is set empirically. The

standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel (σ) must be chosen as the minimum MA wall

thickness in pixels. Using the previous rationale, we set the value ofσ to 12 pixels in

our experiments (Molinariet al., 2012b,f ). Convolving an image with derivatives of the

Gaussian kernel highlights features of the image with a sizelarger than the chosen scale

σ (Cheng and Li, 2003).

We used vertical profile analysis of pixel columns to trace the adventitial borders.

The proximal and distal adventitial borders are approximated as the bright dots (peaks)

in the profile. These bright dots are well separated by the dark lumen region in between.

In profile analysis, rather than analyzing each column of theimage pixels independently,

we used a sliding window of sizeW × H = 3 × 5 (in pixels) and estimated the mean

intensity. This is to overcome any sudden spurious intensity appearing in the profile.

This is vital, as it help in detecting the correct peaks from the profile under the scale-

space paradigm. By moving the aforementioned sliding window from bottom to top

and from left to right, we were able to find the pair of peaks corresponding to the MA

borders. The peaks represent high intensity value points with a pool of very small

intensity values in between. The ROI is then defined as the region covered by these two

MA borders. The output of the global system is the ROI in whichthe local proximal

and distal walls are searched for lumen delineation.
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4.2.2 Region based Local Shape Extraction

The region-based model captures lumen intensities under the constant blood density

assumption (Filardi, 2013). The ROI captured using the global system have three re-

gions: (a) low intensity lumen region, (b) high intensity orbrightest adventitia region

and (c) medium intensity plaque region. Thus, we adapt K-mean classifier with three

pre-defined classes which is suitable for soft tissue characteristics. On application of

the K-mean classifier, we yield three regions from which the lumen region is selected

and enveloped in binary form. The holes in the resultant binary lumen are filled via

connected component analysis (Soille, 2013) with a pixel connectivity of 8 pixels. The

proximal and distal lumen morphologic borders (LI interfaces) are then delineated and

the LD is measured using the PDM method (Suriet al., 2000). The segmentation results

of the proposed region-based method is illustrated for a single image in Figure 4.2.

4.3 Improved System for LD Measurement in Curved

Vessels

The automated lumen segmentation system presented in the previous section has lim-

itations if the orientation of the carotid artery is not straight. Further, it is observed

that the segmentation techniques developed so far in the literature are not fully able to

handle the curvature associated with the carotid arteries.This motivated us to introduce

an improved iterative spatial transformation based technique for segmentation of the

carotid artery.

The global system discussed in the previous section is able to extract the ROI which

can be used as a guidance zone for the refined local processingfor estimating the lumen

borders. The ROI containing the lumen axis is the input to theiterative procedure. Prior

to the iterative utilization of the scale-space framework,the transformation concept is

built which ensure that the curved vessels are straightenedfor refined and very accurate
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.2: Segmentation results on a single image: (a) Cropped image (b) bright ad-
ventitial border points detected using vertical profile analysis (c) Spline fit-
ted on these points to show the adventitial borders (d) the resulting ROI
is marked with a rectangle extracted using global-shape extraction system
(e) binary lumen obtained from the classifier in the ROI usinglocal region-
based system (f) final lumen borders after smoothing and spline fitting.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of the iterative lumen delineationsystem.

measurements for LD. Figure 4.3 shows the flow diagram of the improved automated

system which works in an iterative manner.

The pre-processing step includes automated cropping and denoising of the input

image. We have included an additional denoising step in order to reduce the effect of

US speckle and thereby improving the accuracy of the system.Optimized Bayesian

non-local means filter (OBNLM) (Coupéet al., 2009) is used for this purpose. This

edge preserved smoothing approach will also help in patching the bleeding of the lumen

region into the media region at some places along the lumen border. This bleeding

otherwise produce over-estimation when tracing the lumen borders using the classifier.

After pre-processing, the image is fed to the scale-space based segmentation system
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Figure 4.4: Flow diagram of the stage-2 of the automated lumen delineation system.

which constitutes stage-1 of our algorithm. Here we captures the bright edges of the

adventitia wall which defines the ROI. K-means classifier is used to extract the lumen

region from which the lumen axis is approximated as the mean of the near and far LI

borders. The ROI containing the lumen axis is the input to thestage-2 (local process-

ing). Figure 4.4 illustrates the flow of stage 2 in detail. Thespatial image transformation

makes the curved vessel straight by using the lumen axis. LI borders are then extracted

again using the scale-space based approach and then inverseimage transformation is

applied to map these LI borders back on to the original image.

4.3.1 Spatial Transformation

The heart of the proposed system is a spatial image transformation. The whole idea

of introducing the spatial transformation is to improve theperformance and stability

of the system. To address this issue, we followed an approachpresented in Zahnd

et al. (2014), where a spatial transformation is used to straighten the curved vessels for

segmenting the contours of the intima-media complex in the carotid artery wall. Given
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an approximation of the lumen axis, the aim of the transformation is to generate a sub-

image in which the anatomical interfaces become nearly horizontal. The transformed

imageIt is created by applying the spatial transformationT on the originalIW sub-

image, such that:

It = T (Iw) (4.1)

The transformationT consists of selectingL pixels above and below the lumen axis

in IW . The detailed algorithm is given in Table 4.1. This approachcan overcome the

limitations of existing methods that require the image interfaces to be horizontal at the

time of acquisition.

Table 4.1: Algorithm for Spatial Transformation

Input: Image (I), (x, y): x andy coordinates of lumen axis

Output: Transformed imageIt

H = Height of imageI
W = Width of imageI
L = H/2
ys = yL
xs = x
nW = W
nH = 2 ∗ L+ 1
Initialize It(nH, nW ) to zeros
For each rawi : 1 → nW of It

m = xs(i)
n = ys(i)
For each columnj : 1 → nH of It
It(j, i) = I(n,m)
n = n+ 1

End of for
End of for

Figure 4.5 illustrates the algorithmic steps of the proposed technique on a single im-

age having curvature. A visual comparison of the results of both the proposed iterative

and the simple scale-space based techniques is given in Figure 4.6.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4.5: Illustrating the algorithmic steps on a single image having curvature. (a)
Curved ROI, (b) Lumen axis on the ROI, (c) Transformed ROI, (d) Adven-
titial borders on the transformed ROI, (e) Binary lumen fromclassifier, (f)
LD borders on the transformed ROI, (g) LD borders on the inverse trans-
formed ROI, (h) LD borders on the original ROI.78



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Carotid Auto LD borders compared against the manual tracings on the
grayscale images of four patients for both simple scale-space and trans-
formation based iterative methods. Carotid Auto LD bordersare shown in
solid white; while manual LD borders are shown in dashed white (Auto
SS Automated Simple scale-space, Auto SST Automated scale-space with
Transformation, Reader Manual Reader).
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4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Dataset

Two hundred and two patient’s left and right CCA (404 Images)B-mode US images

were retrospectively analyzed (ethics approval and IRB granted, Toho University, Japan).

Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.

There were 155 males (76.7%) and 47 females (23.3%) with meanage 67 and 75 years,

respectively. These patients had a mean HbA1c of6.28±1.1 (mg/dl), Glucose108±31

(mg/dL), LDL cholesterol101.27 ± 31.6 (mg/dl), HDL cholesterol of50.26 ± 14.8

(mg/dl) and total cholesterol of175.04 ± 38 (mg/dl). The ultrasound scanner (Aplio

XV, Aplio XG, Xario, Toshiba, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) used to examine the carotid arteries,

was equipped with a 7.5-MHz linear array transducer. Same experienced sonographer

(16 years of experience) had performed all the scans. The data were acquired in a time

period ranging from July 2009 to August 2010. In this database, the vertical resolution

was 0.05 0.01 mm/pixel.

The manual delineation of the lumen as well as adventitia borders was done by two

experienced Neuroradiologists (one with 15 years of experience and second about 5

years of experience) using ImgTracerTM (AtheroPointTM , USA), a user-friendly com-

mercial software (Molinariet al., 2012c). The two experts selected 15 to 25 edge points

proximal to the bulb in orders to delineate the boundaries ofthe carotid artery. The

number of points vary depending upon the length of the carotid artery. The observer

had the ability to zoom the image in wall region for better visualization. The output of

the ImgTracerTM was ordered set of traced (x,y) coordinates.

4.4.2 Evaluation Methodology

Statistical analyses were performed using Medcalc software (Belgium). The overall

system’s performance was computed using the method of precision-of-merit (PoM)
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(Molinari et al., 2012c) in percentage. This is a key feature that evaluate the auto-

matically traced diameters against the manual tracings. Regression plots are used to

show the variability between the manual tracings which is seen by the deviation from

the trend line. Bland-Altman (BA) plots and cumulative frequency plots are computed

to illustrate the data and error distributions. Dice similarity (DSC) and Jaccard index

(JI) (Bharathaet al., 2001; Jaccard, 1912) were computed to find the similarity between

the two regions. Further, different statistical tests are used for the evaluation of the au-

tomated system. Two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Hollanderet al., 2013)

was used to verify that the samples follow the same distribution. Student’s T-test was

used for testing whether the (strong and highly significant)correlation can be regarded

as equality or not (Box, 1987). In all the above tests, p-values less than 0.05 were

considered statistically significant unless otherwise specified.

4.4.3 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the results of both the simple scale-space based system

and the improved transformation based iterative system against the two manual expert

tracings on all 404 images in the database. Here, the simple scale-space based tech-

nique means the same procedure excluding the spatial transformation based iterative

steps. This comparison is to demonstrate the improvement that the spatial transforma-

tion step adds. We denote them using the following abbreviations: Auto SS: Automated

Simple Scale-space, Auto SST: Automated Scale-space with Transformation. It can be

observed that the Auto SST approach improves the performance of the lumen segmen-

tation in curved vessels. However, both the methods mentioned above give the same

IAD values, since the spatial transformation improves onlythe LD measurement.

Automated Carotid LD Measurements

Mean carotid Auto SS LD measured was 6.35±0.97 mm, while mean carotid Auto

SST LD measured was 6.31±0.98 mm. Mean carotid LD for the two manual tracings
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were 6.19±0.92 mm and 6.23±0.95 mm, respectively. The performance evaluation of

the Auto LD values against the two manual tracings is summarized in Table 4.2. It can

be seen that there is no significant difference between the auto measurements and the

corresponding manual tracings.

Automated Carotid IAD Measurements

Mean carotid Auto IAD measured was 7.80±0.98 mm which is close to the mean

carotid IAD for the two manual tracings, 7.76±0.99 mm and 7.89±1.00 mm, respec-

tively. The performance evaluation of the Auto IAD values against the two manual

tracings is given in Table 4.3.

Inter-observer variability

Inter-observer differences were estimated by calculatingthe correlation coefficient

(CC) between the measurements on the same subject. The CC between carotid Auto

SS LD and the two manual tracings were 0.91 (p < 0.0001) and 0.92 (p < 0.0001),

respectively. Whereas, the CC between carotid Auto SST LD and the two manual

tracings were 0.94 (p < 0.0001) and 0.95 (p < 0.0001), respectively. The scatter

diagrams of Auto LD with respect to the two manual tracings are shown in Figure 4.7.

These diagrams show the closeness of the automated measurements with the manual

ones. The Bland-Altman plots shown in Figure 4.8 give a much clear picture of the data

including outliers.

The CC between carotid Auto IAD and the two manual tracings were 0.93 (p <

0.0001) and 0.94 (p < 0.0001), respectively. The scatter diagrams of Auto IAD with

respect to the two manual tracings are shown in Figure 4.9(a)and (b). The Bland-

Altman plots of Auto IAD with respect to the two manual tracings are shown in Figure

4.9(c) and (d).

Cumulative Frequency of Signed and Unsigned Errors

The cumulative frequency is an important performance statistic which refers to the

error in the automated system. Cumulative frequency of unsigned and signed Auto
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Table 4.2: Auto LD Performance

Method
Manual
Type

Near wall
Error (mm)

Far wall
Error (mm)

Mean
Error (mm)

PoM (%)

Auto SS
Manual-1 0.30±0.23 0.28±0.17 0.31±0.29 95.8
Manual-2 0.24±0.16 0.26±0.16 0.28±0.27 96.7

Auto SST
Manual-1 0.25±0.18 0.21±0.18 0.27±0.25 97.7
Manual-2 0.22±0.15 0.16±0.11 0.25±0.24 98.7

Table 4.3: Auto IAD Performance

Method
Manual
Type

Near wall
Error (mm)

Far wall
Error (mm)

Mean
Error (mm)

PoM (%)

Auto SS
Manual-1 0.20±0.17 0.26±0.15 0.23±0.23 97.6
Manual-2 0.23±0.18 0.23±0.18 0.24±0.24 98.1

LD errors against the manual tracings are computed for both SS and SST methods.

The unsigned cumulative frequency shows the total number ofmeasurements with less

than a particular error value irrespective of the sign (positive or negative). It has been

observed that above 90% of the LD measurements are within 1 mmerror compared to

the manual tracings. Similarly, the cumulative frequency errors for IAD is computed. It

is notable that above 90% of the IAD measurements were done with less than 0.5 mm

error with respect to the two manual tracings. Further, it isfound that the maximum

error value not exceeded 2 mm in any of the cases.

Dice similarity and Jaccard Index

Two similarity coefficients namely Dice similarity (DS) andJaccard index (JI) have

been computed between automatically and manually extracted binary lumen regions

(LR). Similarly, these similarity coefficients have been computed for binary inter-adventitial

regions (IAR). The results are given in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. If both regions are equal,

then the Dice similarity or Jaccard index will be 1 or 100%.

Table 4.4: Dice similarity and Jaccard index for LR
Method Auto SS Auto SST

Manual Type Manual-1 Manual-2 Manual-1 Manual-2
Dice Similarity (%) 91.0 92.3 93.9 94.2
Jaccard Index (%) 85.2 86.5 88.6 89.1
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Table 4.5: Dice similarity and Jaccard index for IAR
Method Auto SS

Manual Type Manual-1 Manual-2
Dice Similarity (%) 95.1 94.8
Jaccard Index (%) 91.0 90.6

Statistical Tests

Using two-sample KS test, the null hypothesis that the data samples are drawn from

the same distribution is retained for Auto SS LD (p = 0.8328, p = 0.9239), Auto SST

LD (p = 0.9041, p = 0.9659) and Auto IAD (p = 0.9107, p = 0.9422) in comparison

to the corresponding manual tracings.

The null hypothesis for the paired t-test is that the mean difference between paired

observations is zero. However, based on the result for Auto SS LD (p < 0.0001, p <

0.0001) and Auto SST LD (p < 0.0001, p < 0.0001) in comparison to the manual LD

tracings, the null hypothesis cannot be retained. As a consequence, the relation between

carotid Auto LD and the two manual tracings cannot be regarded as equality (see Table

4.6). Similarly, the result of paired t-test for Auto IAD (p = 0.0093, p < 0.0001) shows

that the same argument is valid in comparison to the corresponding manual tracings

(see Table 4.7).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Scatter diagrams showing the correlation between (a) carotid Auto SS LD
and manual-1 LD, (b) carotid Auto SS LD and manual-2 LD, (c) carotid
Auto SST LD and manual-1 LD, (d) carotid Auto SST LD and manual-2
LD.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.8: Bland-Altman plots between (a) carotid Auto SS LD and manual-1 LD,
(b) carotid Auto SS LD and manual-2 LD, (c) carotid Auto SST LDand
manual-1 LD, (d) carotid Auto SST LD and manual-2 LD.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.9: Scatter diagrams showing the correlation between (a) carotid Auto SS IAD
and manual-1 IAD, (b) carotid Auto SS IAD and manual-2 IAD. Bland-
Altman plots between (c) carotid Auto SS IAD and manual-1 IAD, (d)
carotid Auto SS IAD and manual-2 IAD.
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Table 4.6: T - test for Auto LD vs. Manual tracings
Auto SS LD

vs.
Manual-1 LD

Auto SS LD
vs.

Manual-2 LD

Auto SST LD
vs.

Manual-1 LD

Auto SST LD
vs.

Manual-2 LD
Mean difference -0.2640 -0.2000 -0.1450 -0.08439
Standard error 0.01803 0.01684 0.02041 0.01712

95% CI
-0.2994 to
-0.2285

-0.2331 to
-0.1669

-0.1851 to
-0.1048

-0.1180 to
-0.05074

Test statistic,t -14.640 -11.878 -7.101 -4.931
Degrees of freedom 403 403 403 403

Two-tailed probability,p p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001

Table 4.7: T - test for Auto IAD vs. Manual tracings
Auto IAD

vs.
Manual-1 IAD

Auto IAD
vs.

Manual-2 IAD
Mean difference -0.0432 0.0851
Standard error 0.0165 0.0173

95% CI -0.0756 to -0.0107 0.0510 to 0.1192
Test statistic,t -2.615 4.914

Degrees of freedom 403 403
Two-tailed probability,p p = 0.0093 p < 0.0001

4.5 Discussion

The proposed automated system gives accurate segmentationresults for both the near

and far LI and MA borders, irrespective of the variation in lumen diameters which are

normal, moderately low and medium low representing varyingplaque thicknesses. The

main advantage of our method is that, it prevents interference of vessel-like structures

such as JV and other muscles whose interfering intensities can affect the automated

process. Further, we use a non-local mean based denoising toprovide robustness to our

system. The iterative improved system has a special provision to handle the curved ves-

sels which uses a spatial transformation. Another secondary advantage of our system

is that no matter how irregular the plaque is or how bright (hyperechonic) or less bright

(hypoechoic) the plaque is, it circumvents these challenges to estimate the LD and IAD

automatically. Unlike other existing techniques, the proposed system has only one pa-
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rameterσ which was set to 12 pixels (approximate size of minimum MA wall thickness

in pixels). This needs to change only if there is a significantvariation in the resolu-

tion of the image dataset. Hence, the proposed system can be easily adapted to a real

time clinical environment. We believe that it can support LDand IAD measurements in

clinical practice and can be adapted for stroke monitoring.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first fully automated measurement

method for LD and IAD, even though similar works have been reported in the literature.

However, a direct comparison to previously published results is not easy since different

authors may have evaluated their algorithm on different image databases using different

performance metrics. Though our system is able to show promising results and has

been well validated against the manual tracings, we believethat there is a scope for

improving the automated system. The multi resolution technique can be adapted to

improve the automated system. More validation needs to be done on other ethnic groups

from different countries. Another future scope is to acquire temporal images from each

patient to look at the cardiac cycle variations affecting the diameter estimations.

Our lumen region segmentation model is based on the assumption that the blood

density is constant. It is very unlikely that this assumption can be disqualified. But

there can be cases in which there is no blood in the arterial region during the image

acquisition. This can be due to several reasons such (i) as blockage of the artery causing

no blood in the other side of the stenosis or (ii) non-uniformpumping of the blood from

the heart to brain. In cases like these, there can be multiplegray scale contrasts. Such

challenges can be considered by modeling it as a multi-classproblem.

4.6 Summary

In Section 4.1, we have presented a fully automated system for the measurement of

carotid arterial diameters from B-mode US images. Stage onewas a global process-

ing system based on the scale-space framework combined withvertical profile analysis
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for extraction of the ROI. The second stage of the algorithm was the local-processing

that extracts the lumen interfaces. The algorithm has been modeled as a region-based

strategy in a multi-class framework. In Section 4.2, we havepresented an improved

version of the region-based algorithm where we used an iterative scale-space based

strategy which is embedded with spatial transformation. The spatial transformation

was designed during the local processing to delineate the lumen borders while handling

the curved vessels which are otherwise difficult to compute using conventional meth-

ods. We validated our system against the two expert readers and demonstrated high

correlations, precision of merit and reliability. Even though, the current results are very

promising, more multi-center evaluations need to be performed for adaption in clinical

settings.
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CHAPTER 5

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPLICATIONS

OF CAROTID ARTERIAL DIAMETERS

This chapter presents the clinical significance and implications of carotid LD and IAD.

We believe that the LD and the IAD together might represent a biomarker of stroke risk.

The carotid stenosis can be quantified by measuring the LD from B-mode US. Further,

the association of LD and IAD with other cardiovascular biomarkers can be utilized to

predict the stroke risk. In Section 5.1, we explain the clinical significance of LD and

IAD. Then in Section 5.2, we analyze the relationship between automatically measured

LD and IAD and an important stroke risk factor named plaque score (PS). In Section

5.3, we compute the stenosis severity index (SSI) of patients in the database based on

their automated carotid LD values to predict the stroke risk.

5.1 Clinical Significance of LD and IAD

Non-invasive assessment of the carotid arterial wall thickness using high-resolution US

is often used in clinical trials as a surrogate marker of cardiovascular diseases. However,

the advantage of using carotid LD/IAD as an imaging biomarker is its ability to provide

reliable, accurate and highly reproducible measurements.In patients with significantly

high volume of plaque which causes luminal narrowing, LD will be smaller. Hence, LD

is inversely related to the stenosis severity. As a result, as LD decreases, it seems rea-

sonable to believe that there may be a resultant increase in the risk of ischemic stroke.

Both the European Carotid Surgery Trial (ECST) (Warlow, 1991) and the North Ameri-

can Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) (Collaboratorset al., 1991)



indicate that the degree of stenosis can be expressed as a percentage reduction in vessel

diameter. This is a major point considering the fact that it can be used in determining

whether a patient is likely to benefit from endarterectomy ornot. As discussed by Fox

(1993), stenosis severity is calculated using the ratio of narrowed diameter at stenosis

area to normal diameter of the carotid artery. IfLDnarrow is the measured lumen diam-

eter of the arterial zone with maximum stenosis andLDnormal is the measured normal

lumen diameter of the artery, then, the stenosis severity index (SSI) in percentage can

be formulated as (Fox, 1993):

SSI =

(
1− LDnarrow

LDnormal

)
∗ 100 (5.1)

The plaque growth inside the lumen leads to a compensatory arterial remodeling.

This arterial remodeling is bidirectional in nature depending on the changes in the shear

stress. While the positive remodeling results in an expansion of the arteries, negative re-

modeling may lead to an arterial narrowing (Wardet al., 2000). An increase in the wall

shear stress or decrease in the lumen area can lead to dilation of the arterial wall for the

normalization of the shear stress (Lafontet al., 1995). The severity of lumen narrowing

of atherosclerotic arteries depends on the extent of the accumulation of plaque along

the arterial wall. During the initial stages of atherosclerosis, compensatory enlargement

of the artery is predominant. This results in an increase in the LD. However, when

plaque occupies 30-40% of the vessel area, this adaptive mechanism fails. Further, the

inflammatory changes and fibrosis may lead to constriction ofthe arterial wall, lead-

ing to augmentation of the lumen narrowing (Losordoet al., 1994; Pasterkampet al.,

1995). Meanwhile, the plaque growth causes the adventitia region to bulge up accord-

ing to the Glagov phenomenon (Glagovet al., 1987), which causes the IAD to increase.

Because of this positive remodeling, the relationship between LD and IAD is important

to consider and together may be useful imaging biomarkers for stroke risk stratification.

Understanding the correlation between LD/IAD and traditional cardiovascular risk

factors is important in predicting the risk of stroke. A study by Polaket al. (2014)
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found that there exist a positive correlation between the carotid IAD and the incident

stroke. This study further suggested IAD as a stronger predictor of ischemic stroke in

comparison to IMT. In the next section, we analyze the relationship between the carotid

LD and IAD and the plaque score (PS). It has been observed thatthe IAD is more

strongly correlated to PS compared to LD.

5.2 Relationship of Carotid Arterial Diameters and Plaque

Score

Plaque score (PS) has been used for quantitative analysis ofatherosclerotic plaques

(Takiuchi et al., 2004). It is associated with future stroke risk and the presence of

coronary artery disease (CAD) (Ikedaet al., 2012). PS is computed by adding the

maximal thickness in millimeters of plaques in segments taken from internal carotid

artery, bulbs and common carotid artery on each side of the neck. The progression of

atherosclerotic plaques leads to a compensatory arterial remodeling which can affect

the arterial diameters (Vicenziniet al., 2007; Maiellaro and Taylor, 2007; Staubet al.,

2010). We thus hypothesized that since the plaque development causes the artery to

remodel; there should be a link between the arterial diameters (LD and IAD) and plaque

score (PS). We have tested our hypothesis on the same Japanese database mentioned in

Section 4.3.1 which contains 404 images acquired from 202 patients.

5.2.1 Correlation between LD/IAD and Plaque Score

A mild positive correlation is found between carotid Auto SST LD and PS, 0.19 (p <

0.007). The correlation between the two manual LD tracings and PS were of 0.12

(p < 0.0767) and 0.17 (p < 0.0125), respectively. A moderate positive correlation was

observed between Auto IAD and PS, 0.25 (p < 0.0006). The corresponding correla-

tions with the two manual tracings were 0.28 (p < 0.0001) and 0.29 (p < 0.0001),
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respectively. Thus, Auto IAD is more strongly correlated toPS compared to LD. The

scatter diagrams of LD and IAD with respect to the PS are shownin Figure 5.1(a) and

Figure 5.1(b).

Bland-Altman plots of LD and IAD with PS are shown in Figure 5.1(c) and Figure

5.1(d). It can be seen that the bias is more in the negative difference direction. The anal-

ysis is repeated after removing the outliers above and belowthe 1.96 SD mark as seen

from Figure 5.1(c) and Figure 5.1(d). It has been observed that on excluding around 10

outliers, the corresponding CC between (i) LD and PS was 0.25(p < 0.0001); (ii) IAD

and PS was 0.38 (p < 0.0001), respectively. These results validate our hypothesis.

We have demonstrated a moderate positive relationship between IAD and PS on the

entire database and a strong positive relationship betweenIAD and PS after eliminating

10 outliers (2%). This leads us to believe that IAD may be a significant independent

predictor of stroke risk. Further, LD/IAD measurements areleft and right sided com-

pared to IMT which is one sided. IMT only provides lipid information in the far wall,

unlike LD/IAD which gives indirect reference to lipid wallsboth sides and also the

stenosis information which shows the severity of the atherosclerotic disease (Suriet al.,

2010).

The rationale behind the ability of IAD to be stronger compared to LD can be ex-

plained using the Glagov phenomenon (Glagovet al., 1987). Here, in spite of the

presence of plaque build-up, the LD is maintained; on the contrary, the IAD shows a

reflectance of an increase in the wall thickness (Polaket al., 1996). This means that

in spite of the increase in lesion mass, arteries remodel to maintain the constant blood

flow. This remodeling over a large range of changes in wall mass can cause an increase

in the IAD keeping the LD unaltered (Korshunovet al., 2007). Our results demonstrate

that IAD is more strongly related to PS compared to LD, which is along the lines of

previous studies. Thus, IAD may be a preferable imaging marker of atherosclerosis

compared to LD.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: (a) Scatter diagram showing the positive correlation between Auto LD and
PS (b) Auto IAD and PS; (c) Bland-Altman plot of PS with Auto LD(d) PS
with Auto IAD.
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5.3 Computation of Stenosis Severity Index

Carotid artery stenosis is an important risk factor of stroke. The ECST and the NASCET

have demonstrated that the risk of stroke is reduced by surgery in patients with high

grade stenosis (70-99%). In this section, the stenosis severity index (SSI) has been

computed for all 404 images in the database using Eq. 5.1 (Fox, 1993) and analyzed the

relationship with the respective average or mean carotid LDvalues. For the purposes

of this analysis, we measured the narrowing of the CCA LD and the normal carotid

LD. LDnarrow is the measured LD at the stenotic zone (arterial zone where the LD

is minimum due to plaque deposit) andLDnormal is the measured normal LD in the

non-stenotic zone (arterial zone which is free from stenosis).

It has been observed that the benefit of surgery in asymptomatic patients is contro-

versial. Some studies indicate that surgery reduces the risk of stroke only in patients

with > 60% stenosis and some others have shown benefits for patients with > 40%

stenosis. Hence, in our analysis, images withSSI > 40% are categorized as high risk.

The detailed analysis results are given in Table 5.1. It can be seen that 9 images in

the database are identified as high risk, whereas 47 images are identified as medium

risk. Remaining is considered as low risk. Figure 5.2 shows arepresentative image

of a patient with high stroke risk (SSI = 55% and minimum LD = 2.6 mm) in which

non-uniform distribution of the plaque causes luminal narrowing.

Figure 5.3 (a) illustrates the cumulative frequency plot ofthe SSI. This shows the

distribution of images in our database based on the SSI. It can be seen that more than

85% images give a low SSI value. Figure 5.3 (b) shows the negative correlation between

mean carotid Auto LD and the SSI (CC = −0.31, p < 0.0001). The patients with a

higher mean carotid LD have a lower SSI value. This is becausethat a higher mean

carotid LD value generally indicates lesser plaques deposited on the carotid artery walls.

Thus the difference between theLDnarrow andLDnormal will be minimum.
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Table 5.1: Risk analysis based on SSI
Risk Category Condition # images % images

High Risk SSI> 40% 9 2.3
Medium Risk 40% < SSI> 20% 47 11.6

Low Risk SSI< 20% 348 86.1

5.4 Summary

The clinical significance of carotid LD and IAD is discussed in Section 5.1. We believe

that the LD and the IAD together might represent a biomarker of stroke risk. In Section

5.2, we have analyzed the relationship of carotid LD/IAD andPS. We have obtained a

moderate positive correlation and IAD is found to be more strongly correlated to PS than

LD. In Section 5.3, the SSI of images in the database has been computed and correlated

with the corresponding mean carotid LD values. All images has been categorized into

high, medium and low risk classes based on SSI values.
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Figure 5.2: Representative image of a patient with high stroke risk (SSI = 55%).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Cumulative frequency plot of SSI, (b) Scatter diagram showing the neg-
ative correlation between Mean carotid Auto LD and SSI.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions

Stroke is one of the most important causes of death in the world and the leading cause

of serious, long-term disability. The rupture of atherosclerotic plaques in the carotid

artery is the major reason for ischemic strokes. Thus, thereis an urgent need for better

techniques for diagnosing patients at risk of stroke, and deliver guidelines for the choice

of treatment. The changes occurring in the carotid artery can be safely monitored via

non-invasive imaging modalities such as MR and US imaging. However, since the

manual measurement process is tedious and error prone, automated software systems

need to be developed which can measure the wall thickness anddiameters of the carotid

artery. The development of such automated systems was the primary objective of this

research.

We have proposed novel segmentation and measurement techniques in this thesis for

both MR and US images of the CCA. As a pre-processing step, a robust denoising filter

(NLML DCT ) has been proposed to reduce the Rician noise in MR images by integrating

the DCT into the conventional NLML method. Whereas, one of the widely accepted

method named ’OBNLM’ is adopted in our work to reduce the speckle noise in US

images. The wall thickness of the CCA has been measured from T1-weighted MR

images using a two stage process. The segmentation method utilized the famous Chan-

Vese (CV) model for the carotid lumen segmentation. This is followed by a PSO based

localized segmentation to separate the outer wall region ofthe carotid artery. This

combination of global and localized segmentation strategyhelped us to reduce the edge

leaking problem to some extent. Finally, the wall thicknesshas been measured as the



average distance between the co-ordinates of the lumen and outer wall borders. We

have got a mean PoM value of 97.1% against the manual expert tracings which implies

sufficiant system performance for the intended application.

Due to better reliability, the diameters of the CCA have beenmeasured from B-mode

US images via a region-based approach. For this measurement, we have delineated the

LI and MA borders of the CCA in two steps. This included a global system which can

recognize the ROI and a local system for the extraction of theLI interfaces. Scale-

space based strategy is employed at the first stage in order tocapture the bright edges

of the adventitia wall which defines the ROI. Then by means of vertical profile analysis

of the resultant image, the MA borders are delineated. We adapted K-mean classifier

with three pre-defined classes for segmenting the lumen region. This classifier based

local processing allowed us to extract the LI interfaces accurately. LD and IAD are then

measured from the co-ordinates of the LI and MA interfaces, respectively.

We have improved the performance of the above automated system using an itera-

tive spatial transformation based technique for handling the curvature associated with

the carotid arteries. Given an approximation of the lumen axis (obtained from the initial

application of the scale-space based segmentation method), the aim of the transforma-

tion was to generate a sub-image in which the anatomical interfaces become nearly hor-

izontal. The scale-space based segmentation technique is then reapplied on the straight

vessels to retrieve the lumen region and LD borders in the transformed framework. The

inverse transformation is applied to obtain the LD borders back on to the original image.

This approach can address the limitations of the existing methods that require the image

interfaces to be horizontal at the time of acquisition and ensures accurate measurements

for LD. Comprehensive statistical data analysis was performed to ensure the superior

performance of the proposed techniques against the two manual expert tracings. We

have got high PoM (98.7% and 98.1%) and CC values (0.95 and 0.94) for both LD and

IAD. Further, the clinical significance and implications ofthe arterial diameters were

discussed.
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6.2 Future Work

We believe that the proposed image-based measurement system holds significant poten-

tial as a tool for stroke and cardiovascular risk stratification. However, more validation

needs to be done on other ethnic groups from different countries for its adaption in clin-

ical settings. Significant technical and clinical progresscan still be made in the field of

carotid artery segmentation. The major challenge in the future will be more towards the

development of completely automated integrated systems. One future scope is to ac-

quire temporal images from each patient to look at the cardiac cycle variations affecting

the diameter estimations.

Need for an integrated system: Integrated systems are desirable for the clinical experts

in order to evaluate the risk of stroke in a precise and efficient way both in asymp-

tomatic and symptomatic subjects (Papadopouloset al., 2013). Here, integrated system

means a system (software application) which is able to segment the carotid artery, mea-

sure the LD/IAD/wall thickness, and stratify the atherosclerotic plaque. Such a system

should be able to exploit the morphological features of the artery wall. A standard

integrated system should have the following stages: normalization and denoising/de-

speckling, segmentation, feature extraction and selection, and classification (Loizou

and Pantziaris, 2015).

Carotid artery segmentation in GPU framework: One of the important issues regarding

the modern segmentation algorithms is the computational cost. This results from differ-

ent factors such as size of the image, number of sampling points and multi-resolution

algorithms. For example, if the degree of curvature of an image is more, we need more

number of samples to represent the boundary than in case of straight lines. Further,

some algorithms use complex iterative steps to achieve highaccuracy for the measure-

ment. This in turn requires more processing power than conventional simple approaches

which are straight forward. To avoid this limitation, a well-known parallel computing

architecture, GPU (graphics processing unit), can be utilized which provides excellent
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computing performance gain (up to 54 times faster than the parallel CPU implemen-

tation). Different GPUs have different architectures and are equipped with different

number of processing cores. Moreover, the technology used to develop these GPU’s

may vary based on the degree of versatility to be executed in different platforms.

Arterial wall changes during the cardiac cycle: The study of dynamic properties of the

wall of carotid artery is becoming more common, since the mechanical and structural

properties of the arterial wall may change before the occurrence of clinical symptoms

of cardiovascular disease (Selzeret al., 2001). Arterial stiffness indices can be esti-

mated by measuring arterial diameter changes during cardiac cycle using ultrasonogra-

phy (Gambleet al., 1994). Arterial stiffness may indicate early vascular changes and

increased arterial stiffness is often considered as a predictor of carotid atherosclerotic

disease. Since the shape of the carotid arterial wall changes during the cardiac cycle,

useful information may be obtained from the study of the dynamic arterial geometry

(Polaket al., 2012).

Role of carotid bulb lumen in quantification of stenosis: One of the disadvantages of the

NASCET method is that it underestimates the size of the plaque in the carotid bulb. It is

equally important to measure the minimal residual lumen (atthe point of tightest steno-

sis in the bulb) and the corresponding bulb diameters (Shaalanet al., 2008). Moreover,

it has been observed that atherosclerotic diseases occur atsites with complex hemo-

dynamics, such as artery bifurcations, junctions, and regions of high curvature such as

the bulb (Nguyenet al., 2008). These elements, along with the complex geometry of

a residual lumen in a stenotic carotid bulb, are well understood in theory; however a

systematic process to quantify these elements, with verification of their significance,

has not yet occurred in a large clinical trial.
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APPENDIX A

Polyline Distance Metric and Precision of Merit

Section A.1 presents the mathematical derivation for Polyline Distance Method (PDM)

used for the measurement of Auto LD and Auto IAD (Meiburgeret al., 2011; Moli-

nari et al., 2012d). Section A.2 presents the derivation for Precision of Merit (PoM)

(Molinari et al., 2012f ).

A.1 Polyline Distance Metric

Polyline Distance Metric (PDM) is used to measure the LD as well as IAD. It measure

the changes of the contours of the far wall LI interface and near wall LI interface. The

first contour used is the far wall LI interface and is denoted by B1. A point on the

first contourB1 is chosen as the reference point(x0, y0). Next, the nearest point at the

second contour (near wall LI interface),B2 was found using the Euclidean distance.

This is the1st point (x1, y1) to be evaluated. Then the2nd point (x2, y2) is established

as the point next to the1st point on the second contour. The two points actually form a

line segment,l. Nextd(v, l) was obtained which is the distance between the reference

point,v(x0, y0) and the line segment formed by the1st point and the2nd point.

The distance between the1st point to the reference point is calledd1 whereas the

2nd point to the reference point is calledd2. Another term used in the process towards

finding d(v, s) is λ which is the distance of the reference point,v towards the line

segment,s. The perpendicular distance between the line segment and the reference

point,v, is given byd⊥. The formulas to calculateλ andd⊥ are given below:

λ =
(y2 − y1)(y0 − y1) + (x2 − x1)(x0 − x1)

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
(A.1)



d⊥ =
(y2 − y1)(y0 − y1) + (x2 − x1)(x0 − x1)√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
(A.2)

Therefore,d(v, s) is obtained using the following equation:

d(v, s) =




min(d1, d2), λ < 0 or λ > 1

∣∣d⊥
∣∣, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1

(A.3)

The process to obtaind(v, s) is repeated for the rest of the points of the contourB1 and

is given by:

d(B1, B2) =
n∑

i=1

d(vi, SB2) (A.4)

wheren, is the number of points in contour,B1 andSB2 is the segment on contour

B2. Secondly, the algorithm above is repeated, whereB2 now becomes the reference

contour andB1 becomes the segment contourSB1. The reverse can be represented

by d(B2, B1). Lastly combining bothd(B1, B2) andd(B2, B1) will yield the equation

below which is the polyline distance metric (Meiburgeret al., 2011):

Ds(B1 : B2) =
d(B1, B2) + d(B2, B1)

(#vertices∈ B1 +#vertices∈ B2)
(A.5)

The word PDM is used which is more convenient expression for Eq. (A.5).

A.2 Precision of Merit

GivenAutoLI−NEAR andAutoLI−FAR which are the interfaces computed using the au-

tomated method, we computeAuto LD using the polyline distance method (Eq. (A.5))

and is given as:

Auto LD = PDM(AutoLI−NEAR, AutoLI−FAR) (A.6)
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Similarly, using the definition of PDM, we can compute the LD measurements using

manual tracings using Eq. (A.5) and is given as:

Observer LD = PDM(ObserverLI−NEAR, ObserverLI−FAR) (A.7)

Let Auto LDi be the lumen diameter value automatically computed by the proposed

system on theith image of the database ofN patients. If a database ofN images is

considered, then the overall meanAuto LD estimate can be defined as:

AutoLD =
1

N

N∑

i=1

Auto LDi (A.8)

Correspondingly, ifObserver LDi is the LD value computed from the radiologist’s

traced manual measurements, then the meanObserver LD is given as:

ObserverLD =
1

N

N∑

i=1

Observer LDi (A.9)

The overall system’s performance can be computed using the precision-of-merit

(PoM) in percentage as (Molinariet al., 2012f ):

PoMLD (%) = 100−
∣∣∣∣
Observer LD −Auto LD

Observer LD

∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (A.10)

The same procedure is adopted for computing thePoM for IAD measurements and is

given as:

PoMIAD (%) = 100−
∣∣∣∣
Observer IAD −Auto IAD

Observer IAD

∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (A.11)
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